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Smith & Machinist,

MAINS.

SOUTH PARIS,

V

Manufacturer of genera! machinery, steam en
machinery an<i tools.
.clneu, mill work, spool
made and
|„. ts, set screws, tape, 'lies and drille
and threshing m»·
mowing
-.
tired
Sewing,
; nés, pump»of Si kinds, presses, guns, plaand promptly re
toi!., knives, trajis, etc., ueatlv
Steam and water ulplug 'lone to order.
ilretl.

LBKKT U. PAKE,

»

Licensed

SOUTH PARIS.

■

Auctioneer,

MAIN K.

tlSBEE A PARKER,
Attorneys ami

Counsellor» at Law,

MAINE.
Kl'MFORD Κ ALLS,
γ S|«clal Collection Department.
Ralph T. Parker
ùeorge D. Blsbee,
it

CK,

L. Ill

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,
All my l'est work warrante·!.

WOODBURY. Α. M.. M D-,
j (.(RATIO

Physician
PARIS,

SOUTH
»ft;re and
r.

& Surgeon,
MAINE.

residence, 14 Η Ik h Street.

Norway,

CoU t>.

k.

maink
spe *lty.

ns a

jM.AYToN k. brooks,
Attorney at Law.
Notary Public.

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

attention.
"!lections receive my promt personal
I:· nlttances ma·le day claim Is pal<l.
All matter» reported on promptly.

(l

EOltteE 1'. JUNKS * SON,
NORWAY,

Dentists,

A

PARK,

Attorneys at Law,
MAINK.
BETHEL,
Ellery C- Park.
A littaon E. Herrlck.
OllN S.

Selling milk by measure aloue is unjust to the producer as well as the
While the fallacy of this
cousumer.
system is apparent to a few, the majority of people seem to think that
"milk is milk" and that one quart is
I worth as much as unother as long as it
is sweet, according to W. J. Fraser of
Illinois

station.

And

increased.
Second.—It is believed that warmer
quarters must be provided for silage
fed steers than for those receiving
nhock corn.
Third.-βΑ system of feeding steers
on silage Involves more capital and
labor.
Before

Professor

Fraser further says as to this matter:
(,'ity or state standards, where they
exist, make the sale of milk coming

is in reality good, wholesome milk and
i>erfectly legitimate product when

Bok· and Turkey·.

sold at its proper price, But, what is
this system prevents the

who produces rich milk from getting the price he should, according to
its food value and cost of production.

and providing city staudards
about all that could be dune. Hut
since the invention of the Bubcock
test by Dr. Babcock of the Wisconsin
statiou, by this test and lactometer
and at slight expense and trouble it is
now a simple matter to determine accurately the amount of fat and solids
.vas

uot fat in any milk.
lluw

HARLOW,

to

Standardise.

Siuce fat in milk Is the most variable constituent, the other solids remainAttorney at Law,
MAINE
ing fairly constaut. standardizing milk
UIXriELD.
is a comparatively simple matter. All
to look after
that is uecessary is to add or remove
our interest» I
amount of butter fat, which
Salary or a certain
In Ox fori arv<1 adjacent counties.
is easily done by means of the centrifcommission. âMW
OIL
VICTOR
THE
COMPANY,
ugal separator or by letting the cream
Cleveland. Ohio
rise by gravity. While it is true that
milk from individual cows varies
NOTICE.
mixed
The subscrllier hereby (fives notice that she somewhat from day to day, the
have been duly appointed administratrix of the
milk of a herd that is milked at reguestate of
lar times each day will be practically
< HARM'S K. HOWARD, late of Hiram.
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased, and given
constant for that herd. liecause all of
iiomlsas the law directs. All |>ersons having
the cow» will not test high or low
demands against the estate of said deceased aie
desired to present the same for settlement, and | on the same day.
By testing the milk
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
of a herd occasionally the per cent of
ment Immediately.
ELLA S. HOWARD.
fat in the milk may lie known at all
Sept. luth, 1M«:

SALESMEN WANTED

....

times

NOTICE.

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
in Bankruptcy,
Jam KS M. I'ASEY,
)
of >xford. Bankrupt.
To the creditors of .lames M. Hasey, in the
:
County of Oxford and district aforesaid
Notice Is hereby given that on the l:>th day of
M.
-«aid
James
Hasey
•luly, A. D. 1UUÎ, the
was duly a<ijudt· ated bankrupt, ami that the
ilrst meeting of his creditors will be held at the
Court House. In South Paris, on the 15th day of
Oct. A. D. 1908, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,
at which time the salil creditors may attend,
a trustee, examine
prove their claims, appoint
the bankrupt and transact such other business
as may proi>erlv come before said meeting.
South Paris, < N't. H. lHOi.
UEO. A. WILSON.
Referee In Bankruptcy.

j

with

reasonable

accuracy,

to-

gether with the amount of skiuimilk

that should be added or removed
bring it to the proper standard. If
the sépara tor does good work ami the
amount of uiilk handled is small so
that it does not warrant testing every
day, it may be run very close to the
desired jier cent of fat by testing once
a week, so as to be sure that it Is up
to the required standard. Where the
of milk handled is large It

to

quantity

is more economical to run tests frequently and keei» the fat at exactly
the desired per cent. Even if the per
cent of fat vuries but slightly It makes
xotick.
a great difference In profit in the course
In the District Court of the United States for
of tl*e year In a large business.
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
The only apparatus necessary to
In
Bankruptcy,
t
ihmi.mis,
Wu.li.vw C.
J1
standardize milk is a cream separator
of Sumner, Bankrupt.
For dairymen hanTo the creditors of William C. Cummlngs, and a milk test.
In the County of tlx ford and district aforesaid : |
but a small amount of milk the
Notice is hereby given that on the ilrd ilay of dling
same results may be accomplished by
Aug., A. D. laUS. the said William C. Cummlngs
the drst
«> lulv adiudlcatcd bankrupt, and that
setting the milk for a time and skimmeeting of Ids creditors will be held at thet ourt
of
mine off the cream. In this case all
House, In South 1'arts, on the 15ti day
Oct.. V. D. iMOi, at lo o'clock In the forenoon,
that is necessary is a Babc«K-k test.
it lM h time the said creditors may atteuM,
examine
In this work sklmmilk containing
prove their claims, appoint a trustee,"
the bankrupt, and transact such other business 1j no fat must be added or removed. If
as may pn>»>erlv come before said meeting.
the sklmmilk used contains fat. propSouth Paris, Sept. ÏJ, lauâ.
GEO. A. WILSON,
er allowance must be made according
Referee in Bankruptcy.
to the amount of fat contained or the
results will obviously be different.
NOTICE.
Water cannot be used to dilute the
Ιο the District Court »f the United Suit·» for the
District of Maine. Id Bankruptcy.
milk or the per cent of solids not fat

to draw final conexperiment as to
on beef production
bear In mind that
but one factor in

beef production.

a

VIilk containing a high per cent of fat
is uot only worth more for food, but it
costs more to produce than milk containing a low per cent of fat, and the
price should be governed by its composition and food value and not by its
bulk.
Before there was a ready means of
determining the composition of milk
these difficulties could not well be

attempting

clusions from this
the value of silage
the reader should
wintering calves is

direct from some individual cows that
give milk low in fat unlawful, while it

overcome,
VAINE,

le? Main St.

j JEKRlCK

Mean· of Jac

man

Attorney at Law,
o·

m

even worse,

SMITH,

Home 11

ux

tic* to frodacvr anil Cunnuuier.

the

Surgeon Dentist,

j

MILK AND CREAM.
"StandardlalBK"

IVrine Moderate.

1)

First—That in feeding equal acre·
ages of corn in silage and as shock
corn a greater acreage of crops other
than coru is required to supplement
silage than shock corn. This is an
item that cannot consistently be overlooked. as economical beef production
in the corn belt involves the utilization
of as large a proportionate amount of
corn as possible. Nevertheless, when
we consider the ultimate effect upon
the fertility of the soil, the clover acre
age, at least, may very profitably be

JONES,

C.

j

The deadly enemy of grasshoppers
and other insect pests, according to
Field and Farm, is the plain domestic
turkey, which farmers, sugar beet
all over
growers and fruit culturists
Colorado are now raising and turning
into the fields and orcimrds to eat the
Insects. The turkey as a bug killer is
creating a good deal of interest in all
sections, and turkey eggs for hatching
have been in much demand.
A

Transaction.

Sir Arthur Sullivan discovered at
Monte Cark» one time that certain restaurant proprietors had a way of reg'ulatlng their charges with the appearance and standing of their customers.
When lunching alone. Sir Arthur wus
In the habit of frequenting one particular place where he knew to a centime
»

what the prices were.
One day there sat at the table adjoining his own a wealthy Russian nobleman.
Γροη asking for his bill the
found that the prices were
lie sent for the
i exorbitantly high,

'composer

proprietor and demauded

an

explana-

tion.
The man, an Italian, recognized Sir
Arthur as an Influential client and
Fie exwas profuse In his apologies.
plained that the mistake lay with the
cashier. Going over the Items to which
exception wus taken, the proprietor
said: "The couvert I take him off directly, and the butter I charge him to
the grand duke. He not notice It."
The Idea of charging to the grand
duke an item against whose extortionate price another customer protested
always struck the great conii*>ser as a
decidedly humorous way of getting out
of the difficulty.
A Royal Road to Wealth.
When u certain late shah of Persia
became temporarily embarrassed for
money, he had quite a unique method
of filling his purse, lie would go to
the market, where, after examining
the shops, be would select one and,
turning to the prqprletor, would say,
"Will you take me In as a partner In
your business for the day7' The of-

fer was, of course!, eagerly accepted.
The shah would take his seat near the
shop entrance and say to his courtiers,
whom he always took with him on
theee occasions: "Now, I'm salesman.
Who'll buy?" The latter, not daring to
refuse the offers of the royal merchant, set about clearing the shop of
contents, paying sometimes £50 for
goods that were not worth £10. No
one was allowed to beat down prices
or to leave the place without making

jits

sold,
list of the cost price of

purchases. When everything

was
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CHAPTER XL

the most curions part of
the matter was tliat the sword
had run through the canvas
up to the hilt, where it remained as if it had pierced some reasonably solid body. Ippolita turned and
looked at me with a wondering and
Bomewhat frightened expression.
Then I came to her aid and, selling
my sword, drew it out. though not
without some trouble, and the blade
forth with a sort of whistling,
and it was of a crimson
hue. and at that moment I heard a
thud, as if some soft and heavy body

enme

sighing sound,

had fallen. Then Ippolita, handing me
the sharp dagger which she carried Id
her bosom, I cut the canvas of the portrait completely out of its frame.
And we saw. to our immense surprise, that the old portrait had covered
up a doorway leading to a dark and
narrow passage. The door of this passage was uow open, and across the sill
lay the yet warm body of a fat rascal,
Into whose paunch Ippolita had stuck
a
my sword as she might have stuck
pin into a pincushion. The fellow wore
a white cap and a white, greasy apron,
and I came at once to the conclusion
that he w)«s my father's cook, that he
had been In league with the band of
robbers and that my dear fiancee had
him in the moment when he

Λ·^

*·*ι

·$%'.:}

of men, among whom I at once recognize Onnte Oabriolle. tho podesta, tho
eight members of the signorla and tho
of the watch, with almost a

captain

dozen of his men. These latter had
surrounded me before I was even
aware of their intention, and I made
with
up my miiid to submit to capture
a pood grace, seeing that there was

nothing else to do.
The haughty countess now demanded of the magistrate an explanation of
this liiph handed outrage committed in
her presence and upon the person of a

gentleman of her acquaintance, and
the podesta. who. I now observed, was
bandy legged and not above four feet
and a half in height, thus answered

her:
"Gracious lady and beauteous daughter of our great and worshipful duke,
we have proof Indubitable that this
knave before us, who bath doubtless
cajoled and tricked thee with his lying tongue, is a most foul and dangerous conspirator against the duke, thy
father, and that he wickedly doth plot
his life. And. to show that I

against
speak sooth, it is whispered about at

this very moment that tho ElevationUsts have alreudy arisen and that iu the

spitted
was spying at

us through the narrow
slits which. I now found, had been
made In the eyes of Michelozzo.
Taking a lighted taper and kicking
the corpse to one side. I now. followed
by Ippolita. commenced to explore this

and mysterious passugewny.
After we had walked perhaps seventy
feet we came to a chamber about
twelve feet square, and here it seemed
to end. On our way along the corridor
my charming companion had found
and picked up a handkerchief, and aft
secret

examining it minutely she now cried
out:
"By all the martyrs and Messer San
Nicolo Into the bargain, this is naught
other than the handkerchief of I'ico
Albizzi. my beloved cousin and the
brother of Federigo. It Is now the half
of a year past that he did come to this,
the Pazzi caetle, to eummon thy sire
er

Araolfo to the presence of the duke,
mv father. Days passed, and he returned not. and it was a week afterward
that a peasant passing by the Arno, by
which name, as thou knowest, is some-

times called the turbuleut stream
which floweth through the town, found
below
upon the banks of it some way
the city his lifeless corpse. Santissima
ergine, he hath. like Ser Ridolfo. been
thrown into the Pazzi well, and this

passage, this very room, did conduct
blm to it."
"But, fair lady," I said, "if that is
bo, how came he to bo found upon the
Arno's bonks?"
"And was not Ser Ridolfo's body also
found there?" she answered, with some
disdain. "May there not well be from
this black bottomless well of thy castle
a sluiceway leading to that neighbor-

MAX

Hood

FOR SALE!
HERBERT

TUCKER FARM,

length, 1 found a dilapidated pillion,
which 1 also strapped upon him. Then
I led him to the great door of the cas113 and took a long rich cloak which
bad been brought by one of the robbers
and which be had evidently stolen at
the duke's banquet, and wrapped It
around I{;polita so that her dress and
face were concealed. I lifted her upon

It was truiy a stately sight and one
well worth the seeing, for there was a
tal ie 150 feet In length, stretching almost from one end of the great apartment to the other, and at this table sat
full 200 men at arms whom I at once
recognized ns the wurllke band which

I had seen lu the uuderground chapel
of the monastery and who were now
clad and accoutered as I had beheld
them on the former occasion.
"What, ho!" I thundered In a voice
which immediately procured silence.

the full payment of the debt I owe
then) for having hewn the head from
my beloved «Ire, which «aine was much
too short before they did lay hands upon him."
We went down across the city toward the western gate, and our course
^
for the gmuer part of the way was
somewhat slow on account of the great
number of people In the street. Once
in awhile, however, I made a burst of
speed, and in doing so S trampled

down nnd ran over several pedestrians,
one of whom I had good reason to believe—tlie wish being perhaps father
to the thought—was none other than
Gian Jacopo, the man who had so foully and cravenly betrayed me. When
we reached the gates, we found tlu m
closed, but the keepers were there, and
name
of the ringleaders of ye!"
'.he pillion and. springing to my place
upon my shouting, "Open in the
in the saddle, gave the intelligent aniAt this the assemblage seemed some- of the prince!" they immediately tiling
what abashed, but a burly halberdier them wide, and we passed out upon
mal the rein, and we set out for Casiruccio's palace.
rose up from his seat and deliberately the broad highway of the principality.
The air was sultry, and the heavens
When we were well on the way, snapped his thumb and finger at me.
"I snap my fingers at thee," said he. were fast clouding over with an apthere came bounding along the street
It was unnecessary for him to say so, proaching storm. The moon still shone,
and knocking over such of the pedesI however, so that I had no difficulty as
trians as got in his way a gigantic as every one had seen him do It.
black hound, having much the appear- went to draw my sword that I might yet in keeping to the path, and as I put
ance of a Danish boarhound, and as
perforate him when I suddenly became -mile after mile between us and our
almost paralyzed by observing upou a enemies my confidence arose, and I felt
soon as he saw us he made for us and
raised seat some way down on the oth- that with Aldebaran beneath me and
ran alonKslde my horse, making now
and then great springs into the air, as er side of the table no less a personage Ippollta beside me, or, rather, behind
the ex-monk me, I could defy the whole population
though he fain wou.d have dined off than Brother Ambrose,
the band of of that pestiferous laud. When we had
the calves of my legs, while all the and erstwhile captain of
gone some miles in a westerly directime be was baying and yelping vocif- thieves.
that man," I cried, pointing tion, I heard hoof beats upon the road
to
order
"Seize
in
drew
I
rapier
my
erously.
our Lady, he is the
behind us und at once knew that we
spit him the next time he came near him out, "for, by
the flames yes- were pursued. Listening awhile, I came
enough, for the beast made me exceed- same friar who escaped
the captain of as to the conclusion that the sound was
ingly nervous, but Ippolltu held me treen, besiJes being
vile a pack of robbers as ever stole. made by but one horseman. I there
from it and cried out joyously:
fore turned my steed's head around,
Pardy, seize him. I tell ye."
"Now, by all the saints at once, it is
"Hold thy tongue, thou scurvy im- and, chuckling to myself at the humor
none other than my valiant, good and
critnl Brother Ambrose coolly, of the Joke which I was about to enact.
trusty Nero. How he hath found me postor."
time rising from his seat. I rode to meet this solitary enemy at
I know not, but in sooth he must have nt the same
hast but a short while to live, full speed. When I had come to within
"Thou
faithful
is
the
for
it
me
long,
sought
wilt best Improve it by listen- a hundred feet of him. the moon shin
nature of the beast. Fair prince, harm and thou
I now say to thee."
what
to
ing
ing brightly at the moment. I saw. to
him not, for he is my treasure, my pet
The faces of all the old warriors my delight, that it was Prince Timoand my darling."
looked ominous. I felt somewhat un- thy, alias Brother Ambrose, and. drawNero, seeing now that his mistress
and glanced toward the entrance, ing my sword and holding the poUit to
had recognized him, began to leap and easy
found that a score of them had ward him, I clapped spurs to Aldebabut*
oftener
the
and
the
more,
all
gambol
and lined themselves in front of ran and, coming up to him with great
she cried "Down!" the higher he came risen
in
so that escape was impossible
it.
velocity, drove my rapier through his
welt
him
a
I
good
gave
up; so at last
The renegade monk thorax so completely and powerfully
direction.
that
of
Hat
with
the
on the eide of the bead
that the hilt of it snapped olT against
now continued:
my sword, and he afterward ran along
"Thou dost assert that thou art Tl* his breastbone, and he fell to th<* cart!·
us.
beside
very quietly
moteo.thesi n of the noble Arnolfo. Χολ\, like a clod, while his horse ran back
"Per Messer Domeniddio!" Ippolita
be toward the
city.
by my faith, how may that well
tiovr exclaimed as we pursued our way
when 1 myself, as all these stout men
"By St. Reparata." exclaimed Ippo
the
toward
hearts
palace.
with light
Timoteo,
I'rince
am
nt arms can vouch,
llta, her arms tightening upon me in i\
"What will the duke, my reverend
the last of the Pazzi. and at present, by fond hug. "but thou art a merry youth
father, say anent my having quit the
our
goodly and a handy one with thy weapon!"
God's grace, ruler of this
house last eve and having stayed out
of Kireuzalino? 11a! lliou
Wo now set forward again upon our
all me night and day? Marry, I fear principality
dost start; but let the galled Jade way, and I presently found, to my uinr
that be will chide me sore and will
wince, as Boccaccio says. Listen to in»·, tiflcation, that in the bout with I'rkic*
deem this tale of robbers is much too
and I will tell thee the tale, as I have Timothy—if really the knave had right
fanciful."
told it to these trusty warriors, to that title— my noble charger had got
already
"But Florella will have told him of
my vassals. Λ score of years ago my a sprain and bad become dv'ad lame.
thy abduction," said I.
was
sire, the noble Prince Arnolfo,
The heavens were now completely
"Nay, not so, fair prince, for he minded. In order to preserve me from
clouded over, and the rain bej,un to
would have had the ears cut from the
the machinations of mine enemies, to fall in great drops, there were sudden
the
of
the
bearing
very
jade upon
let me down, by means of a long, stout and violent gusts of wind, and ever
matter, ltather hath she told him some
Nat h less,
rope, into the outside world.
and anon came distant rumblings ol
conduct
her
excuse
fairy narrative to
when I had come down a matter of a thunder, so that it behooved us to get
Would
and account for my absence.
hundred feet or more I repented me straightway to some place of sli··!'· r.
that it were so, that I might see her
of it and did crawl into that level of I lifted the willowy form of Ippoiita
lying tongue grow black with the the copper mine, the mouth of which
from Aldebaran, and, leaving iiini in
strangling of the bowstring which 1 doth open upon the face of the cliff.
the road for lack of knowing what else
shall presently provide for her!"
Being come by this means back into to do with him, we struck across counto appear
my native land I had shame
try and ascended a ureat rocky hill, up
CHAPTER XIL
before my sire, and from that time to on which It seemed to me that I beheld
life,
a
seeing
led
wandering
have
I
this
at
the
we arrived
great
When we got to the top of it.
a light.
and provporch of the duke's man- ell things, enjoying all things
we found no habitation whatever, but
I
end
In
the
might
that
all
things,
sion, we found a score of ing
there were some trees and overhanging
fur the posisome
saddled and armored war be schooled and qualified
crags, beneath which we found
I
would
steeds standing there, some of them tion to which I knew some day
sort of protection from the storm,
sooth hath been
being haltered to the pillars of the attain. That I speak
which now came upou us in full force.
the old graybeard Jaeopo.
porch and others held by lackeys or shown by
I shall never be able to describe that
and acknowledgsquires, and the immense building was who hath recognized
storm. I had never imagined anything
same time
the
at
who
hath
and
me
ed
and
lighted up from top to bottom,
like it, and I really believe that there
as an Impostor and.
The gusts o.
there was much noise of singing and denounced thee
never was a worse one.
ehouting within, as if a great orgy moreover, as a foreigner, who. by his wind became a hurricane which tori
To know what was Innocent aid hath come into this, our the very trees out by the roots, the
were in progress.
going on, I bade Ippolita take the bri- land, from the lower world of heretics /aiu fell in solid sheets, the lightniuf
dle while I got down and went to one and villains in opposition to the laws was so continuous that 1 could have
I say read a good sized book through without
or the squires who were holding the made and ■fctfovlded. Wluirefore,
>
to thee that thou shalt die. Seize him, once stopping, and the thunder was s
horses.
seemed
"Prithee, fellow," said I, "tell me my valiant minions, and, by our Lady, terrible and stupendous that it
to be ripping the very bowels out of
what unusual thing Is toward upon let his shrift be a short one."
I drew my sword, and as they closed the earth. We had found a fairly rea
this night ftat the duke's palace should
life eonable shelter from the blasts and torcontain such sounds of wassail and around me I prepared to sell my
once
rents cn the lea side of a great oversuch brilliancy of illumination and that as dearly as possible. Then all at
there sounded a most infernal and hanging rock, and here, with her dear
so vast a multitude should throng the
deafening racket in the vestibule, and head upon my shoulder, Ippoiita. worn
streets of the city."
and
"Thou bast the appearance, friend, Into the banquet hall like a thunder- out with the fatigues of that day
exof having lately come into the town, bolt, trampling down like wheat those night und crushed by the ghastly
innocent and
and it may well be, therefore, that who stood In his way, burst my great periences to which her
fell
thou hast not yet heard the news. black charger Aldebaran, with Ippolita gentle nature had been subjected,
Know, then, that the Elevatlonists upon his back, upright and proud and into h sweet and untroubled sleep,
at and
have arisen it is now these two hours vengeful as the goddess Cynthia. In u which lasted through iill that gr«
I frightful storm.
since and that they have overthrown moment they were by my side, and
Soon after she began to slumber I
the government, vanquished the duke's sprang into the saddle, took the reins
moist touch
guards and put the duke himself to and drove the infuriated and magnifi- felt something cold and
death, and, that thou inayest see that cent beast alongside the table down the hand by which I held her to me,
was the
I say sooth, cast thine eyes to the top the whole length of the banquet hall, and. turning, I beheld that it
who
of the door cf the palace, and thou crushing und trampling upon all who nose of that faithful beast Nero,
shalt see what thou shalt see."
could not get out of the way. Then I had followed us all those weary miles
like u trusty
I looked in the direction which he turned und came up again on the other and who now stood guard,
of Ills
Indicated and saw a decapitated head side, for I wished to be impartial In Cerberus, over the sleeping form
with gory locks stuck upon a pike at the matter, and a great .part of the ta- incomparable mistress.
I shall never forget one feeling which
the top of the archway. The eyes were ble was upset by the rush of the
was at its
closed, the features pinched and the knights away from me, and the hall I had when the storm
11 rocking and
formerly rubicund cheeks fallen In, was filled with bowlings and tualedic- height, and that was
pitching sensation, as though I were in
but I knew it at once for the head of
This kept up
a boat on a rough sea.
the once arrogant and magniiicent Casfor quite awhile, and then I fell sudtruccio.
«
οηΙΛ
Τ
"hilt I
nn_
den sinking, a sudden qualm about my
stomach and my heart, which lasted
led
tills
hath
who
know
fain
would
for
fully five minutes, so that my bowrevolution."
successful
sudden and
els seemed to come up Into my throat.
"Go to, my friend," he answered.
It was exactly the sort of feeling
"Now who should lead It but the greatwhich a uian has when going quickly
est Elevatlonist of them all, Prince
down the lift of one of those thirty
Tlmoteo of the Pazzl?"
been
buildings, only much worse, and
bnth
story
"the
thing
"So," thought I,
like to experience the like
wouldn't
I
and
against my
done under my name
again. And now the whole ground
orders. I will come about with these
around us seemed to be flooded with
knaves presently In such a fashion that
water, und the waves dashed almost
farther.
themselves
wish
will
they
to our very feet, and I thought it was
Meanwhile I must get Ippollta out ol
something strange that the floods could
the way, for she must not see this
have risen to the top of that high hill.
ghastly sight"
The lightning now censed and the
1
as
and
the
countess,
to
I returned
went down, and 1 must have
storm
hei
that
I
perceived
approached her
were
eyes, even at that very moment,
fastened in α stony and fearful stare
father.
upon the mutilated head of her
I now led my flery charger with hie
ac
lovely burden a little to one side, to
obscure spot, and there, telling her the
history of my dealings with the Elevabones mean
tlonists and how they had acted thai

I $uw their hands wave in the air.
of tills man who is now our cap.
tive they do intend this very night to
eack the palace and to murder thy sire.
Wherefore hie thee away presently to
α place of safety, and, as for this
swashbuckler, this traditore santanico,
go to. we will attend to his affair."
nnmo

The graceful and stately daughter
of Caetruccio listened to him with an
air of \vonder and then gazed at me
for u momeut with α regretful and half
Incredulous look. It A3 not seem to
me possible that she could at once believe the word of this gross and senseless official in the face of my love for
her and the devotion 1 had shown her.
but she seemed upon the point of dolug so. She now turned away from me
coldly, and I knew at once that her de-

Mi FOOD

night without my sanction and totally
In opposition to my wishes, I bade hei

wait for me till I should have gone intc
the palace and subjugated the villaint
and brought them to account. I thee
of the
sprang up the granite steps
sud
portico, crossed the vestibule and
denly burst into the banquet bail
where the whole martiaJ company was

assembled.

Soft and crooked
feeding. Call the disease
rickets if you want to. The
growing child must eat the
right food for growth. Bones
must have bone food, blood

Lad

J drove my rapier through his thorax.
tions and the crashing of crockery and
tbe rattling of tin, so that it was nearer
pandemonium than anything I had seen
before, and it happened that most of
at
tliem had laid aside their weapons
the beginning of the banquet, and those
who had weapons could not use them
did
reason of the crush, or, if they

must have blood food and

on

through the list.

Hood's

Sarsaparillc I

and Pills

Strengthen and tone the btomach
the whole digestive system.

ant

I did ride upon the carousal last Candlemas at the county fair, and as for
those scurvy, unwashed knights, tnay
they take the Infinite and exceeding
number of broken bones and dark purfrom
ple bruises which they did receive
noble steed a# guerdon (or

thy right

childhood.

Send for free

sample.

SCOTT & BOWNE. Chemists.
New Yortc«
40Θ-4Ι5 Pearl Street.
50c. Mid

#1.00 ; «11 druggiate.

fejVKlMti

POWDER
Absolutely Pure

THERE 15 NO SUBSTITUTE
some myself, as when I next took
note of my surroundings I found the
daylight had come. And what an
awakening that was, and what a sur-

slept

was that which was awaiting
surpriso, miraculous, prodigious,
stupendous and sublime', a surprise
which beggars all description and
which it is useless for me to attempt

prise

me, a

the portrayal of. When I awoke and
va zed about me, the principality of
Firenzalino had vanished, and Ippolita
and I were seated upon a rocky island
of scarce an acre in area, and round
about us were the pellucid waters of
the very lake which I had crossed in

order to scale the sides of the mtsa
There lmd been another
encantada.
earthquake, like unto the one of 1402;
the country of the exiles, of the Paul
and the Albizzi, had gone down again
Into the bowels of the earth, and of its
city, its inhabitants, its flocks and
herds, its vineyards, streams and forests naught remaiued save the remembrance of the one day which I had
passed in that fairylike and romantic

realm.
When I say this of course I except
the highborn and beautiful Ippollta,
who was ten times more precious to
me In that she was now the only human thing left to remind me of my
most wonderful and fascinating experience. There was also the trusty Nero.
I presently heard a grinding of something against the rocks near at hand,
and, going down to investigate, I found

nose upon the bank the
very boat which I had moored to the
mesa encantada when I commenced my
ascent. To embark In it with Ippollta
and to gain the opposite shore of the
lake was a matter of a few moments,
and In a few hours more we found
ourselves safe and sound in the city of
Florence, where I was at once married
to the fair and haughty heiress of the

rubbing its

duchy of Firenzalino.

THE E.VD.

Λ Scholarly -Milkmaid.
Πο overtook her on the roadside
■while wandering for his health in the
Berkshire*
"At last," he said, "I have found a
typical milkmaid of old Now England.
See her bix sunbonnet, her dress up to

her shoe tops, her plain but neat calIt is I
ico and the very pall itself.
morning for adventure, and I will
sjM-ak to lier."
lie quickened his walk and was soon

her.
"Fine morning this morning," he
said. "I would like to help you carry
the pail."
There was no reply, but he felt the
roguish smile tliat he knew was hid
under the sunt>ouuet. So he kept on
doing all the talking until they reached
the lane Into which she was about to
near

turn.
"l'un I go with you?" he asked.
She turned and faced him.
"No, sir; you may not, nor do I desire your attentions. It is bad enough
into have a grown man splitting his
finitives, but when he shows his igshould
norance of fhe proper use of
and would and then caps the climax
can for may I think It is only

by using

the summer
my duty to tell him that
school Is in session about ten miles
from here."—New York Times.
Witt)' Sli'Dilirr· of Parliament.

Charles James Fox once made remarks on government gunpowder In
the house of commons which Adams,
another member, thought offensive to
the ministry, and the two met, as even
wise men did In those days, to shoot
Fox refused to lire, deone another.
claring he had no quarrel, but Adams
aimed and shot, slightly wounding his
When It was over, the two

adversary.
shook hands, and Fox was happy
enough to say, "You'd have killed me,
Adams, If It had not been government

powder!"

fuller men there have been who would
not sit through a si>eech for the government's Bake, much less fight a duel.
"What's going?" somebody asked a
member of parliament when a minister
had got up to speak. The M. P.. hurrerying on, said, "I am." The story
calls one of Lord Ersklne, who was
stopped in the lobby with the question,
"Windham." said Er"Who's up?"
sklne, and the other asked, "What's he
"His legs," replied the witty
on?"

lawyer.

Cranot* Kept

livoa

iriuey.

There was once a woman in Albany,
prudent and cautious about the literature read by her children, who appealed to Bishop Doane for advice and
instruction in the matter. They con-

sidered and discussed many Juvenile
books, the bishop either approving or
condemning them as they came up for
judgment, until llually "Robinson Crusoe"

was

named.

"Do yon think it suitable for my
Tommy?" asked the woman.
"Oh, yen," replied the bishop. "It 1·
quite a harmless narrative and has
plea sod boys for ages. Besides, you
so know, tbure is some reason to believe
Itobiuson Crusoe was au Episcopalian." And the bishop's eyes twinkled.
"Indeed!" exclaimed Tommy's moth-

Scott's Emulsion is the right
treatment for soft bones in
Get the Most
f
children. Littledoseseveryday
Out of Your Food
by
give the stiffness and shape
You don't and can't if your stomacl , use them, the blows fell upon their
that healthy bones should have.
is weak. A weak stomach does not di own friends, so that Aldebaruu and Ipit
Bow legs become stralghter,
into
taken
and
ull
is
them
that
all
ordinarily
gest
polita and I broke through
It gets tired easily, and what it fails U 1 gaiued the vestibule and from there loose joints grow stronger and
digest is wasted.
dushed into the street and so away.
firmness comes to the soft
Among the signs of a weak stomacl \
"Gramercy," quoth the spirited and
ner
of
fits
heads.
after
eating,
are uneasiness
lovely countess, with her arms clasped
belch
vous headache, and disagreeable
her
laughing
and
me
around
tightly
Wrong food caused the
ing.
mouth at my ear, "but that swift trouble.
"I have tHken rToo(l's Sarsaparllla a ;
Right food will cure it.
bancourse that we did run around the
different times for stomach troubles, and
of cases Scott's
thousands
In
havi
and
one,
and
of
the
rare
system,
Joyous
run down condition
quet hall was a
been ureatly benc-liU J by It» uae. I wouh j and I do swear by Peter Martyr that I
to be the
has
Emulsion
proven
trou
am
I
not be without It in my family.
have not bad so much plaisaunce since
in
bones
for
food
soft
bled especially in summer with weak stom
right
1
acb and nuusea and find Hood's Sarsaparllli
invaluable." E. B.Hickman, W.Chester, Pa

THE OLD RELIABLE

"Base dogs and contumacious caitiffs,
What
what mean ye by this orgy?
warrant had ye for this outbreak, and
why have ye disobeyed my orders,
which were that the rising should be
postponed? Tell me, moreover, Why I
should not cause to be cut off the heads

WHEN

the shah had a
each article made out and loyally, ing stream?"
with
the
ehared
shopkeeper the
1 now examined the chamber Into
amount of the profit realized.
which we had come and found In the
middle of the floor a great crack which
Π«γ Sentiment·.
reached from wail to wall, and 1 made
It Is related of a clergyman who was
my mind that we were standing diup
the father of a charming and beautiover the watery tomb which
rectly
ful daughter that one day while prehad proved so convenient in the oases
sudwas
he
sermon
his
Sunday
paring
of Messers Itldolfo and Pico. It seem1
denly called away from his desk on a ed to me altogether likely that the floor termination was taken.
I α the nuttier of
will
reduced.
:
In
be
at
Κ.
Wilkinson.
Bankruptcy.
sentence
The
>1 iltu.n
mission of mercy.
"It is all on account of that unfortuof the room, having the great crack Ic
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
The Dairyman'· Interest.
which he left off was this: "I never see
nate disseuslon about our ancestors,"
To the creditors of Milton Κ Wilkinson,
was made in two
of
it.
middle
the
standto
man
aforeA law compelling a
In the County of «>xfor| and district
a young man of splendid physique and
"and because of her linding
halves and that these two halves could thought I.
said
ardize the milk and cream he sells the promise of a glorious manhood althat Infernal handkerchief In the pasNotice I» hereby gtven thai on the Utn dav of
one
lids
whenever
like
any
down
be
let
would result In Justice to both pro(>«:t.. A. D. l;«ri. the -aid Milton Κ Wilkinson
most realized but my heart Is filled
should touch the lever or spring which sageway."
W 'luly a· Ijudlcated bankrupt; and that the rir»t ducer and consumer.
All dairymen with
rapture and delight"
the,
"Suyest thou even so, worthy podesmeeting* of his creditors will be heldtheat £*h
them. Coming to this concluwould then receive the legitimate price
Ells daughter, happening to enter the opened
Court House, In South I'arls, on
ta?" said she at length. "And yet I
Ιϋββ, at 10 o'clock for their
sion, I at once led Ippolita out of that
to its food
according
•lay of Oct., A. D.
the
read
and
the
sermon
product
saw
study,
have been convinced sooner of
at
which time the said
In the forenoon,
Insidious deathtrap, and we com- might
and cost of production and words. Sitting down, she wrote under(it· II to re
may attend, urove their claim·», | value
the
perfidy if I had believed
prince's
the
of
walls
menced to search along the
would not be selling G per cent uiilk
appoint a trustee. examine the bankrupt,
neath, "My sentiments, papa, exactwhich have been thrust
tran.-tact such other business as may
an
#or the mechanism by the evidences
milk
aud
ceut
pasageway
with
3
in competition
per
ly!"
properly come before said meeting.
·Ι upon me and hud listened to the dicto
be
could
rnafe
operate.
It
lm»i.
which
Oct.
3th,
South i'arls,
for the same price per quart.
tates of reason. IIo, ye burly men of
GEO. A. WILSON,
soon found an iron lever or handle in
ΛηχΙοα· to Do RlKhl.
Referee In Bankruptcy.
the watch, bind the villain hand and
the
outside
corner
immediately
The children had quarreled, and Wil- the
chair!"
NOTICE.
SILAGE AND SHOCK CORN.
and
of
it
pulled, foot and tie him fast In yonder
room, and I took hold
lie had struck Tommle. Instead of reTo say that I was shocked and
In the I»l*trlc> Court of the United state» for the |
once the two halves of the floor
at
and
and
turned
Tommle
blow
the
turning
District of Maine. Id Bankruptcy.
Which 1· Hr»i Kor Wintering Cahei
and surprised beyond measure
1
went down as though they were hinged grieved
In the matter or
ran down the hall.
Intended For llt-rf l*r% iuctlon f
harshIn Bankruptcy.
ALMOND M GORDON,
of the at my quondam Inamorata's
the
in
and
the
place
to
walls,
Tommle?"
"Where are you going.
I
of Rumford, B.ukrupt.
A tost designed to develop the combut
the
does
Id
but
express
me
M.
black,
frighttoward
poorly
Gordon,
we
saw
Almond
floor
ness
nothing
To the creditors of
asked his mother.
parative merits of silage aud shook
The halberdiers of the
County of < >xford ami district aforesaid :
my feelings.
"Kitchen," answered Tommle tersely. ful. imoenetrable water.
Notice Ik hereby given that on t'>c"4th ilay of 1
for
intended
calves
for
coru
wintering
was
I now dragged the dead body of the watch to whom she had given this per<>et., Α. I». Γ.Ό2. the said Almond M. Gorton
for?"
"What
ilulv abjudicated bankrupt, ami that the flrst beef production is believed by Professin. lie emptory order at once produced cords
"You «lid If anybody was mean to cook to the well and threw It
mee'lng of his ere lltor» wld Iκ.» heM at the Court
as
the Illinois station to
cauie to the surface and floated there and secured me firmly to the chair
Ihm In South 1'arls, on the .".«th dav of Oct., or M urnford of
me to heap coals of fire on his head,
wh'ch
at
j
A. 1» 1al 1· o'clock In the forenoon,
Indicate that there are at least nine and I'm goin' for the coals."—Chicago upon his back, and as his great fishlike she hud directed.
time the said oedltor* may attend, prove their
a
"And now," she continued, "Messer
eyes were wide open he presented
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, 1 advantages of a system of silage feedPoet
ami transact such other business as may properly
which was anything but Gabrlelle and right worshipful memcorn in the winspectacle
shock
of
over
that
ing
come liefure »-»M meeting.
The Word Bible.
agreeable. This water now all at once bers of the slgnoriu and men of the
South I'arlK, » K-t 6, 19W.
tering οί calve· intended for beef proGEO. A. WILSON,
a striking
ν me, every one of ye, and,
furnishes
Bible
seemed to sink and recede. Then there wutch, fol
word
The
Keferee lu Bankruptcy. duction.
came up a
great sucking, gurgling by our Lady, I will show ye such cryInstance of a word's rise from very
First.—The corn can be hauled from
To the bulk of
noise, and we looked down and saw lug and damnable evidences of the
low to high estate.
Petition for Discharge.
the tield and stored in the silo at a
folk it now means
that It had all gone out of the bottom, guilt and cruelty and bloodthirstiuess
In the matter of
English
speaking
J
MAX COHEN,
[ In Bankruptcy. time when little damage is doue to the the book of books. Iu Cbaucer's day taklug the cook with it. In a moment of this family of the Puzzl us will
Bankrupt. )
the soil by getting ou the laud when It le
the water commenced to come up cnuse ye to wish them presently exterit meant any book whatever or scroll—
T» the Ho». Clakk.ni κ Hale, Judge of
District » curt of the United States for the too wet.
We could not see It at first, minated from the face of the earth."
.to speak by the card lest equivocation again.
I'lstrlet of Maine
Second.—The manure and Utter inci- 'undo us.
Tracing the word Bible away down between the black shining
With that she took the wax taper
COHEN of Rumforil, In the County
of Oxford, ami Stale of Maine, In
si- straight home, we find It as bublos, but rocks, mounting little by little; then it and went along the secret passage, and
where
of
steers
the
to
dent
feeding
said District, respectfully represent*. that on
another name for the papyrus reed of eeeuied to rise faster, and in fire min- they all, without exception, followed
last past, he was duly lage is used are in much more conventhe 21st day of Dec
of Congress
more
utes it was up to the level where we her, and when she had come to the enadjudged bankrupt under the Actaha»
and
handle
to
form
ient
Egypt.—National Review.
probably
«luly surrelating to l>ankruptcy; tnat he
than
had first seen IL I now worked the trance of the ominous chamber she
rendered all hi* property and rlirhts of property, readily available as plant food
and ha* fully compile·! with all the requirements where shock corn is fed.
A Series of Failure·.
lever the other way, and the two halves etood aside by the doorway and let the
of said Aels and of the onlers of Court touchlug
A coroner's Jury in Ireland delivered of the floor came up and met, and the whole score of theiu puss into the room,
Third.—The quality of silage and the
his bankruptcy.
W lie re fore he prays, thtt he msy be decreed
the following verdict on the sudden
chamber was exactly as it was when and I could see the whole proceeding
cost and conveniouce of fe<Hling is but
from
all
full
discharge
bj the ourt to have a
bud weather, death of α merchuut who had recently
we had flrst entered it
from the chair where I sat.
debts provable against hie estate under said I little, if any, affected by
At thiB moment we heard a loud
bankruptcy Acts, except »u« h debts as are ex- which In Illinois so frequently makes failed In business:
"This," said she to the closely ascepted by law from such discharge.
of
door
doenew
street
at the great
the Jury, ttud from the
feed shock
to
"We,
knocking
sembled
to
It
next
1H02.
D.
group before her, "Is the most
A.
impossible
of
Sept.,
Dated this JWh day
MAX COHEN, Bankrupt.
tor's statement that the deceased came the palace. It Instantly occurred to me wicked spot In this most wicked and
coru to advantage.
Fourth.—The calves in the spring are to his death from heart failure super- that it was made by Ippolita's people, bloody castle. Domeniddio alone knowOKI»ER OF XOTICE THEREOF.
induced by business failure, which was who had found her whereabouts and eth how many murders have here been
Dihtkict or Maine, ss.
In better thrift aud tiesh.
readon
»n this 4th day of Oct. A. D. li)W,
come for her, and I immediately set done upon their foes by the reniorsclesn
Fifth.—More rapid gains can be se- caused by speculation failure, which
I
1ft—
It
the
foregoing
petition.
Ing
It was some Pazzi. See, I have but to pull this lever
was the result of failure to see far
•bout letting them in.
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be hail cured.
A.
I>
μ "η the same on the j4th day of Oct.,
time before I could find the key, and and the floor will disappear from beSixth.—In case of an epidemic of enough ahead."*
disl'.«ri, liefore said Court al Portland. In said
meanwhile they kept at it hammer and neath your feet and ye will be cast
trict. at 10 o'clock In the foreuoon; and that cholera or other contagious swine disnotice tnereof be published In The Oxford DemHear the Other Side.
tongs, so that I was glad at length to down Into that black and bottomless
and order the pigs as u factor lu economDistrict,
said
In
a
printed
ocrat.
newspaper
Hear the other side. Don't believe be able to unlock the door and to stop well of which you have doubtless
ical production of beef may be elimthat all known creditors, and other persons In
Ills their Infernal din. But, lo and behold, heard."
Interest, may appear at the said time and place, inated without any considerable loss, too fully any man's version.
the
and show cause. If any they have, wuy
search him when I finally opened It, Instead of
case of
and
in
be
granted.
not
come
will
should
be
would
which
of
said
impossible
neighbor
At this a great fright seemed to seize
petitioner
prayer
In
Aad It Is further Ordered by the Court, that the
steers feeding on shock or whole corn. out. Likewise, If people form a hasty Ippolita's people, there crowded in,
the gaping crew, and they crowdupon
Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors
a score
Seventh.—More pounds of meat can judgment of you, watt patiently til! less time than it takes to tell it,
copies of «aid petition and this order. addressed
ed quickly uud eagerly to the entrance,
to them at their places of resilience as stated.
Probably
be produced per acre where silage 1» they hear the other side.
and then Ippolita must have pulled the
Wl ness the Hon. Clakemb Hale. Judge
of the said Court. and ihe <eal thereof, at Fort- fed to steers than where shock corn
they will not need to bear It from you.
lever, for I saw their haDds wave in the
of
Oct.,
4th
the
on
District
day
In
salt!
self
land.
I is
used, even though the greater If so, It le a great saving to your
Farm Liniment air, heard a most awful and blood curA. U. I MM.
Α. Η. DAVIS, Clerk.
amouut of pork produced In case of a respect.
[L. ».]
dling shriek made of all their combined
Mun and Beast.
Fo!·
thereon.
order
and
A true copy of petition
system of shock coru feeding is taken.
fot voices and saw them suddenly disapAttest —A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
external
remedy
The
unequalled
Quite an Innovation.
Into account
came a great splashsprains, swellings, lameness, inflamma- pear. Then there
"For a new actress she adopted an tions, and all aches and pains wbere a
Eighth.—A much larger proportion
a sound of oaths and of blows and
ing,
original way of drawing attention to soothing, stimulating and strengthening of death struggles, and in α moment all
of the meat produced is beef.
liniment is required.
Ninth.—The corn may be harvested, herself."
was still once more.
M.
"Attempted suicide? Diamonds sto- Best Wash for Race or Work Horses
THE
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situated on the Buckflcld r -ad. three miles from danger of frosts and at
Hood Farm Liniment in a quart of water and the floor rose again
She
South Paris village. The farm contains 75 acres.
work
kind.
simply
"Nothing of the
Illinois at least, when other farm
Then she came to me very quietly and
Keeps horses sleek and glossy.
The tillage land Is In a high state of cultivation.
acted."—Anand
Winch,
learned how to act
"A flrst class Uniment." C. M.
The pastures are good and there is plenty of is not pressing. In speaking of the adcoolly and proceeded to untie my fae
wood near the house. Large and small fruit In
Barre, Vt.
of the silo it should uot be swers.
teniiige.
Barn 40xttl and carriage bouse vantages
ahundaace.
all round Uniment I ever used."
"Best
be stored
3Kx40 are new, are tlnely tlalshed outside and In, overlooked that silage may
"I will wager thou didst believe that
C. T. McNallt, Groveton, Ν. H.
The
and cost tltilX). Water In house and barn.
*'
sorenesc
summer feeding when pasfor
late
market
the
taking
for
on
Defined.
Best
I did not love thee, my Tlmoteo," salt
farm carries twenty head of cattle and pair of
C. H. Gordon, trainer foi
the new corn
horse·. On rural delivery and cream routes. tures are often short and
Precocious Child—Papa, tell me what out of horses." F. Danlell, Franklin, Ν. H she. "Beshrew me, but I did not think
Hon. Warren
to good,
Very pleasant location.
would move yoi
crop is too immature to feed
is humbug?
"A good clean preparation to use." C that so light a touch
advantage.
A RARE CHANCE FOR SOMEONE.
Parent (with a deep drawn sigh)—It L. Bi.akkly, 343 Winthrop st., Medford Iron lever, and now that I do bethlnl
C.
Lawrence.
8.
The Disadvantage· of Silage.
For particulars and terms Inquire of
me I am of the opinion that I did beui
is, my dear, when your mamma pre- Mass., farmer for Gen. and
$2. Gallon |7
Prloes, 25c., 50c., $1
The disadvantages of feeding silage
tends to be very fond of me and puts For
WUJOM * G RAT, to. Parts,
F. A. Shûktlkff & Co., Soutt upon It too heavily."
sale
by
I
or 8. M. KING near the premises.
no battons os my shirt
Waa aha not a magnificent, Qobje ant 1
appear to be:
Paris, Me.

Bankrupt's

yet Inexplicable creature? With one
movement of the hand she had disposed
of uud put out of existence the whole
of the executive and judicial part of
the government of the realm, to say
nothing «bout a half score of the
watch, and yet she made no more of it
tbun if they bad been so muny dies.
1 now went out to the stables and
Fadiiied Àldebaran, my noble steed of
ebony, uud. hunting around at some

er.

"Why,

I never knew that"

"Yes," continued the

bishop; "you
good Fri-

will remember that he kept

day."

How It HapptMl,
"It was kinder funny—that la, orerlookln' the seriousness of it," said the
landlord of the Pettyvllle tavern. "You
see. Mise Babrlella Lanks, who has—
not meanln' any disrespect to her, you
understand—been an old maid so long
that it's generally believed to be chronic, approached the railroad croseln',
and a brakeman waved a red flag at
her to warn her of the danger. She
thought he was tryin' to flirt with her
and advanced toward him with a smil·,
and a caboose that was backln' up
struck her good and plenty. Luckily
I the first
no bones were broken.
thing she said when she recovered con"
sciousness was 'Oh, this is so sudden Γ

—Smart Set
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THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK

IN AU

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

TUESDAYS.

bethel.

Rev. Mr. Barton, pastor of the Univerechurch, and Rev. Caroline Angell

aliet

REBELS

8UCKFIELD.
Fred Atwood of Rumford Falls visited
his parents Saturday.
Hon. A. P. Bonney of Auburn visited
his native soil last week, returning to his
home Saturday.
Clarence Hutchins and wife of Mechanic Falls visited at J. A. Rawson's
over the Sabbath.
Allen Irish was with his parents Sunday. He bas a situation at Bath.

pulpits Sunday,

θ'exc^aa8e<^
evening
gospel
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HISTORY.

IN

WASHINGTON.

MEN

IN

1864.—SOME

THE

CAPITAL

LITTLE-KNOWN

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

THIS

jvQ

week's business.

the trial I
remaining
week are as fol-

The civil cases
OCTOBER TERM, 1902.
docket for the present
Justice Presiding. lows :
Sewall C. Strout,
Clerk.
MONDAY AITERHOON.
Charles F. Whitman,
Stenographer. John Duggau vh. Harris L. Elliott et el.
Α. Η. Whitman,
lielleau
Λ William».
County Attorney.
Eliery C. Park,
Stearns. Blsbee A Parker.
Sheriff.
James R. Tuoker,
rL'ESDAT.
Crier.
H. E. Hammond.
Inhabitants
Joan Λ. Mulholland vs.
Messenger.
W. A. Barrows,
Oxford.
on

quality,

the best

buys

ΛΛ

medium

-S ROBE,

size,

temperance
of winter Robe· at
Methodist
the
I have a large assortment of all kinds
Editor Democrat :
churches
three
of
the
which
in
events
mont
church
low prices.
One of the
important
SOUTU PARIS, MAINE, OCT. 21, 1902.
The meeting was addressed by
Ilr·» Baptist Church, He τ. H. H. Bishop united.
the war of the Rebellion is known to but
Puer. Preaching every Sunday it 11 1M the
Rev. O. S. Pillsbury, Rev.
now living
the
soldiers
at
those
few—and
Hazen.
pastors,
The October court opened promptly
Mbby A Andrews.
Sunday School at 13 M. Sabbath Evening ter C. N. Gleason and Rev. Caroline Angell.
who participated in it. None of the 10 o'clock Tuesday morning, Judge
AT WOOD A FOR BBS, ▼Ice at 7:30 p. m. Prayer Meeting Thuredaj
II. E. Bosworth vs. W. P. Mitchell and loge.
Com canning adjourned Wednesday histories
harness
The speakers dealt with facts and it is
the war give any account Strout in silk robe presiding. Rev. J.
of
evening at 7 SO p. M.
Tascus At wood.
S*>ascy.
about 200,000 cans to their credit.
Universalis! Church, Bcv. J. H. Little. Pastor
of the affair, news of it being suppressed Π. Little of the South Paris Univerealist
Editer· ud Proprietor*.
hoped that we may see good results.Rev. with
Griffin vs. David ?■ Munlock.
some shoot, but it remainThomas
Some
Maine.
Prea:hlng service every Sunday at 11 A. «
and
hunt,
Bowler
Tuesday, Mr. E. C.
at the time (kept out of the papers) on church offered prayer, and the organizafrank A Larrabee.
01 Main St., Norway,
Sunday School at 12 M.
Swa*ey.
A. K. KOABKS.
Bert Hutchinson to take the
UBUBOK M. ATWOOD.
and Mrs. Gleason went to Boston to at- ed for
of the discouraging effect it tion of the court proceeded with the
account
his
H.
Clejuent.
on
Albert McCrellle ct αϊ ve Charles
cake. While gathering cream
New
The following books have been recent- tend the
England meeting of route
have upon the country.
A. J. Stearns.
Smith.
usual formality.
last Friday he took his gun along might
Christian Endeavor.
Ikk*s :—tlM a year if paid strictly la t<l«4Dce. ly added to the library:
as folI know that time will dim the memory
was
The
empaneled
jury
grand
the and shot 8 partridges.
Oliver M. Cross et aN vs. W. Ε. Header et al
of
ladies
Otherwise $2.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent».
the
and
but
A.
D.
Insights.
evening
to
Tuesday
somewhat as
my lows:
T.—Sight·
every-day affairs,
Whitney, Mrs.
and trustee.
Installation of Masonic officers came
Stearns.
Univerealist church served a chicken pie
AuTumiiauTt:- All legal advertisement· Guernsey, Lucy Kllen—Winifred.
of what took place on that
Swascy.
grand jury.
Ladies were along to recollection
JO Doudney. Sarah—Child of the Precinct, A.
was served and off Monday night.
are given three consecutive insertion· tor $1
nice
is
A
supper
years
ago,
supper.
morning, nearly forty
fact
July
contract· Buel. J. W.—fighting In Africa.
cases—in
these
of
Darius S. Sanborn, Norway, Foreman.
a
number
feast.
in
the
per Inch In length of column. Special
The
Quite
participate
a pleasing
program followed.
as fresh in my mind to-day as if it
N. F. Brown, Bethel.
made wltti local, transient and yearly advertis- Buel, J. W., ed—Hero Tales.
the larger part of them—are not for
Monday, Oct. 13, Bessie M. Caldwell, just
Salnt-Amand, lmbert de—Marie Louise and tm ladies addded twenty dollars to their
A. Chase, Peru.
er».
but
Henry
yesterday.
that
happened
if
Itecadence of the Empire.
actual trial, but will be settled,
daughter of J. C. Caldwell, M. D., was
George C. Cole. Jr., Greenwood.
In July, 1804, the 12th Maine Regitreasury.
Jo* ΡκητίΒβ .-—New type, fast presses, steam Sain l- Δ man· I, Iuibert de— ï ranee anil Italy.
Aaron O. Corbett. Parla.
P. Buck of Traverse
has not already been practically done.
A good delegation attended the Na- married to Chas.
iuw«r, experienced workmn and low price· Cupples, Geo.—Green Hand, The.
ment arrived in Washington from New
H. W. Cor, Oxford.
is
takB.
F.
busiRev.
Turner,
Besides the above cases, there
combine to make this department of our
Woodetock.
Shutter. Marlon D.—Applied Evolution.
at
B.
tional Convention of the W. C. T. U. in City, Mich., by
boat
Elmer
the
Davie,
from
landed
We
Orleans.
a trial
ness complete and popular.
the afternoon train for the home of
Dunn, Martha Baker—Memory street.
J. M. Doven, Mexico.
among the new ontries on which
ing
Portland.
drumthe
of
at
break
and
A.
day
Perry, Nora— Rosebud Garden of Girl·,
Charles tt. Farrlngton, Fryeburg.
a storm of rice, etc. midnight,
has been asked for this term, a suit for
Mrs. Fred Emery and little daughter the groom amid
mers beat the long roll, and the offiKav, Anna C.—Margaret Davis, Tutor.
William Gammon, Stoneham.
were reported.
alienation of wife's affections, which is f
COMING EVENTS.
Helen and Mrs. Lizzie Chandler of Many and fine presents
Swett. Sophie—Captain Polly.
Eben N. Gllpatrlck, Hiram.
in
fall
to
orders
line,
saying,
cers
gave
The hotel stable has been moved to
one of the kind to draw a crowd if it
Swctt. Sophie—Flying H1U Farm.
Charles W. Harmon. Hrownfleld.
Mexico, Me., have been visiting friends
"The rebels are in Washington!" The
and Bruno, coPclu 'ed.
Abel D. Holt, Dlxfleld.
All the parties reside in
Oct. a, 23.—Ualversallet state Sunday School Carroll. Lewls-iylvle
the southeast and is being raised to
comes to trial.
in Bethel.
than
in
loss
in
line
formed
Kate Upslh—"That Mary Ann."
was
Rumford.
Clark,
8.
Kalis.
Wilder
Kimball,
Mechanic
regiment
convention,
Buckiield.
and Tot.
1 hursdav afternoon and evening Odd make room for a cellar.
G. Perley McAl'ster, Lovell.
Oct. 22, 23. 24— Annual convention of Maine Pyrnelle, Louise C.—Diddle. Uuuips
one minute, and we were on the doubleAugustus Cloutier's blacksmith shop
Douglas, Amanda M .— Larry.
A. Lincoln Piirkls, Buckfleld.
State Sunday School Association, Farming
Fellows Hall proved to be the attraction,
the enemy before us. They
Barnes. Janieiw-For King or Country.
more yard quick driving
Charles W. Walker, Canton.
NOTES.
ton.
for the ladies of the M. E. Society held has been moved back making
«le—Evolution o
Pierre
had invaded the city with quite a large
Ashley Weeks, Porter.
Oct. 2». JO.—Annual meeting Oxford Culver Couberiin, Baron
France Under the Third Kepubllc.
The new entries number 132—quite a I
their annual fair. The hall was tastily room and other improvements.
sallst Association, South rarle.
force. The following letter from Comthe
jury
Strout
F.
grand
1st
of
are
charged
Baptlsi
in
well
encased
Jndge
Hundredth
$3,
Mlnot.
Anniversary
One
burlap
about one in live is
l'igs
Nov. t.—oxford Pomona Orange, West
decorated and articles useful and ornarade Robinson gives the part his corps
clear- large list. Of these
church of Portland, Maine.
Nov. I, 5, i>.—Annual meeting of Maine State
regarding their duties, briefly, but
A harvest sup- Ο. B. in this market.
The.
were for sale.
libel.
mental
divorce
testia
Morse—Needle's
additional
Florence
Eye,
and
Κ
had
in
the
rethen
lugs
affair,
ley,
and comprehensively. They
t'omologlcal Society, Karmington.
Barrett Spaulding attends court as
The
Kastuian, Chas. Α.—Indian Boyhood.
that ly
per was served at six o'clock.
mony can be furnished, but we trust
tired to their room and the traverse
Shakespeare, William—Macbeth.
Duputy Sheriff Wellington Bird oil
ladies were well rewarded for their juror.
to those who
will
be
this
satisfactory
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Censor"—Dont.
Buckfield Literary Club programme
juries were empaneled as follows:
Bryant's Pond has guarded the door of
labor.
that the rebels ever marchdoubted
have
and
.JURY.
L.
Twitchell
daughtei
FIRST
Mrs. Walter
the busiest department of the court—the
Miss Ε. E. Burnham held her opening for October 28 :
Kail Store News.
ed their troops into Washington during
Velma went to Boston Monday.
a
Hue on the hack
Adelbert Delano, Canton, Foreman.
from D. G. Mitchell.
Quotation*
and
Home Quaker Kange.
Wednesday
of
goods
grand jury room—during the week.
fancy
millinery
the war.
Range is the only Range with
The Home
A. C. Andrew», Stow.
Character sketches l>y Mrs. Almlri Irish.
Miss Gertrude Harlow of Dixlleld ii and 1
buy» the Best (irey tioat Rol*.
10 U>s.
The other deputies in attendance are
when visitors and patrons
back
It
wood
hursdav,
Maxim.
The
weighs
Η.
Henry
Aldnna
Brooke.
oven.
Ilpton.
Current event*.
back of the
Kail Suits.
the guest of her sister, Mrs. George M
Sheriff-elect Edgar L. Flint of Iliram that covers theentire
Alvln Brown, Norway.
were shown a fine display of hats from
Essay, Irrigation of arid lands, by Mrs. Eliza
South Paris, Maine.
Will take a twenty-four inch stick,
Special Sale of Tooth Brushes.
wood.
a few weeks.
for
Falls.
for
At
of
Humford
diaries
wood,
Chandler.
I'orter
burning
Fryeburg.
A.
hats.
built
is
and Fred
expressly
Bryant.
J. Franklin Harris.
the ready-to-wear to the real dress
William L. Chapman, Bethel.
Mr. and Mrs. John Pierce and Mis: Miss Burnham makes a
Situation Wanted.
Mrs. Elizabeth Waldron, who has been
full size of fire box.
specialty of laces
John W. (Jhute, Parln.
Hartford, Me., Oct. 9th, 1ίΧ)2.
Hand Lamps»cents.
case of Russell F. Merrill vs. D.
Hubbard went to Boston on tin
The
at
Mary
tc
and
the
Denmark.
returned
John
and fine fancy goods
display
Colby,
visiting friends in Portland,
Parker's Hair Balsam.
Dear Comrade:
S. Sanborn et als, assigned for Thursday,
excursion Monday morning.
Fr-d J. Dunbar, Henron.
a
Send us a cow.
this opening excelled all past efforts of her home Wednesday.
Your esteemed favor duly at hand.
Daniel Fletcher. Hartford.
Mrs. Lyon, who has been with Capt
and of his daughter, Vera Merrill, against
To Buy or Sell Steer.
is
kind.
of
the
Austin
Bert
visiting
Deering
W. a. French, Oxford.
Jubal
are
You
Early's
of
re
out
has
right.
settled
wore
perfectly
few
a
weeks,
for
same
defendants,
the
I,yon at Boston
Sherman Haeelton, Albanv.
There was no session of schools Friday relatives in town.
troops did get into Washington in July,
RAILROAD REPORTS.
turned home.
court. These actions were for false imCapt. Lyon, with tin ou account of the convention at Norway.
SECOND JURY.
J. H. Carey of Salem, Mass., arrived 1804. When he made his raid down the
Indies.
West
railroads
the
the
for
of
sailed
has
three
of
The reports
Olvmpia,
prisonment, growing out of the taking
He it
Four young ladies united with the in town with his gun Thursday.
John E. Stephens, Rumford, Foreman.
valley, his object was to capture Wash- J.
Mrs. A. T. Forbes is laid up as the re
of Merrill and his daughter to the Norwhich have a part of their lines in Oxford
H Jenne, Roxbury.
church last Sunday.
his daughter's family, wife of Dr
with
Congregational
all
the
rail- suit of a fall dowu stairs Saturday night
on the dockW1I lam H. Merrow. Bethel.
ington, it being the first time that
way town farm. The entry
County have been received by the these
There will be a cake sale iu Garland Harry Heald.
William A. Paul, Dlxfleld.
Union troops had ever been sent to the
et is in one case, "Judgment by agreeroad commissioners, and show
Fortunately no bones were broken, bu < Impel Thursday afternoon from 3 to
Brownfleld.
E.
Frank
H. D. Irish and wife have returnee front and
Quint.
left
uncovered.
the capital
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
ment for $200. Judgment satisfied," and F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
Λ portion of she was badly shaken up and bruised.
roads to be prosperous.
David P. Richards, Andover.
0 o'clock.
from a visit to friends in Massachusetts
Our corps—the 0th—was hastily de(}. t'arrett Spauldlng. Bucklleld.
in the other case the same, except that
the reports is appended. They are for
Miss Nellie Mercier has gone to Mexico
The widow and son of the late Willian tached from in front of Petersburg and
LOVELL.
Frank Κ Stone, Sweden.
the amount is $125.
the year ending June W, 11*02:
winter.
M L. Thurston, Newry.
Davee, appreciating the great kindneei forwarded with all possible haste by
Rev. C. F. Sargent went to Denmarl with her aunt to spend the
I-OKTLA.NL) a Kl'MKOKD FALLS.
Elmer E. Tuell. Parle.
Mrs. Lucinda Clark went to Skowhe- of neighbors and the Grand Array com
there
We
same day.
the
to
got
The indictments number 3.1, as follows :
Washington.
lllram.
returning
transporte
Thursday,
P. TP. Wad*worth,
Income Account.
and died at the rudes in their late bereavement, tak<
Wo doubleThe Congregational Circle of tht gan a few weeks ago
George C. West, Sumner.
Charles F. Lord of Bethel, common seller,
; not a minute too soon.
Gros* earnings from operation
(Sâl/iOTH
Hiram
Mrs.
theii
of
her
home
this
of
into
daughter,
expressing
opportunity
SUVERNUMEKARIKS.
nuisance and tippling shop.
310,172 5? Centre was entertained at the Towi
Operating expenses,
quicked down the gang plank and up
The remains were brought to heartfelt thanks.
Francis K. Carpenter, Bethel, common seller
1 erkins.
We have received a large stock of fine Tooth Brushes—regular
the city. We met a rebel column swarming
H. B. Whitman, Mexico.
House Wednesday evening.
Calvin L. Washburn, Norway, larceny.
21S.04S 1»
Income from operation
were held
funeral
services
and
J.
Davee.
E.
Bethel
Mks.
Frank
G.
Noble,
Norway.
visit
is
our
division
of
Miss Mary Decrow of Boston
up Beech Street, and one
Kreem m M. Blxby and Jesse C. Blxby, ma· |
Miscellaneous income,
27.S64 90
cent
25
at the home of her daughter,
F. J. Dvaee.
Frank II. Morse of Waterford, who llclous mls-hlef.
batteries (the 5th Maine, I think,) uning her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J Sunday
Mrs. Dana Hall. Interment in the family
246,.>13 0Θ E.
Total income
Joseph Itlzzle, Uumford, larceny.
limbered under the personal direction of had been drawn, was excused on account
InEmery.
with
assault
SWEDEN
Brownfleld,
Interest oo funded debt, taxes, etc.,.
Joseph Campbell,
so/iV, 33
we
(ion. Upton and raked that street with of illness.
E. L. Bell has been at Denmark ant lot in Woodlawn cemetery.
tent >o ravish.
Harry O. Saunders is visiting friendi | grape and canister.
Bostoi
for
There was an unusually full attendance
David ChrUtle, Rumford, two Indictments,
Net Income,
165,S37 76 vicinity buying apples
pprwpL
fair.
in
the
and
in
and Illegal transportation.
15 cents
taking
Sebago
Dividend 6 i>er cent common stock
'.«o.ooo uo
In the meantime another detachment of lawyers, not more than two or threi single sale
parties.
heart 8 c"ck,n' "ke tf,e tlckln' of a
°h' U
Ned N. Ilolden appears with a n«v
Guy Bell of Romford, three Indictments,
of Early's troops had got iuto Fort of the regular practitioners in the coun cheating by false pretences, breaking aud enterMiss Georgia Keniston has returnet
|
Surplus for year ending .June 30, *02,.. 75,s5»> 76
of
work
of
horses
Lymai Stevens, and had nearly turned two of ty being absent from the assembly whicl ing and larceny.
bought
Wlieu the fowl le υιι the punkln and ih : fodder's span
a Tooth Brush
to
23»;,'.β6 77 from a visit to friends at Fryeburg.
Surplus Iur'e 30, Ml,
Notice them in our window. Now is the time
In the shock !
Chadbourno of Bridgton.
Warren Cook and James Held of Itumford,
Additions for year
121.2OM0I
the heavy 100-pound guns around in an filled the bar. In addition there wen
1). W. True has a present of a pair o:
—James Whltcomb Riley.
is
at home fron {
two Indictments for assault and battery.
Chandler
save
and
in
Irving
money.
of the late C. 11
effort to fire on the capitol building. Our several visitors from other counties,
John Reagon of Rumford, breaking ami enter434,ι>22 43 horses, the property
Surplus, .lune 30, *02
Oh, apple», fragrant apples, piled high beilde Cumberland Mills on a two weeks
»
Satisfaction Guaranteed at the Pharmacy of
Tibbetts of Fryeburg.
division, the 1st of the 0th corps, with eluding Judge Enoch Foster of Portland liisr, ami larceny. of
Assets.
the presses,
mlsmalicious
vacation.
Rumford,
Ε
Patrick
Murphy
Falls,
Geo. Marston is at work for a shor
Cost of road,
And heaped In wain an<l bae'cet 'neatli the
Upton leading, charged the fort and re- Hon. J. M. Libby of Mechanic Gould
2,<Rtt.77H 41
Frank E. Stone is at Paris attendin)
o:
Cost of equipment,
broad.branched, moisy tree».
2S0.636 36 time for William llazeltine of Wes
M. Brigge of Auburn, S. I.
Nile ami Sandy Nile of Rumford,
| covered it.
Stocke owned,
can we falrlv call him »ober—the splendid, rich court, he being one of the traverse jury
5 l.yssto
Lewiston.
of
inwas
one
Williams
and
as
I
knoic
I simply
Denmark, in his mill.
Portland,
this,
Bonds owned
00
October—
112,000
men.
Brown of Waterford. throwing saw*
lis
trial
a
and
folwas
sister
We
his
docket
in
that
unit
The
called,
is
Charles Pray
other permanent investments
charge.
visiting
significant
Pouring out hi» sweet* and beauty In aut-h
337.S00 00
dust. shavings, etc Into Crooked River
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
S. L. Plummer has purchased of S. Β
Lands and buildings owned
lavish gifts as these?"
23,75*7 S2 Mrs. J. B. Irish.
lowed them out some miles, and at the of sixteen cases was made up, which ii
Klaus K. Brackett of Dlxlleld, assault and
Church of Boston, a gasoline engine am j
Ca-h and current assets
Tin
4Λ0.360 27
to theii
have
time
made
a jupction with a corps rather shorter than the usual list.
Stark
Mrs.
owns a good
Mr.
is
man
who
same
and
Fortunate
the
gone
Material» and supplies
39.I4S .VT
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
B. Twnd'lclle of Bethel, thr# Indictensilage cutter; has tilled his own si)
wood lot.
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
Sinking fund,
just arrived from the Department of the assignment of these cases for trial pro ment··, common seller and twu single sale*.
33,277 33 home in Cambridge, Mass.
and is now at work in Waterford fo
to
Gulf—the 19th—and with the 8th Corps, duced Bome of the usual difficulties. I
L. H. Tyler has sold the E. G. Wheeler
of
falsely
pretending
R.
Rumford,
Î).
Policy
Total assets
vkIlSON-s MILLS.
Irving namlin and Ernest Pike.
3,381,335 76
and these three corps formed with had been supposed the case of Ethel H be a physician.
farm to Addison S. Bean of Mason.
slla» K. Mulehale of Bethel, three, common
Liabilities.
R. F. Rogers of Boston, E. S. Bennett
Paris visCuster's cavalry, the Army of the York vs. Magalloway Plantation was t.
of
South
A.
GRAFTON.
Briggs
Eugene
and elngle sale.
nu'sance
stock
Capital
se ler,
2,060.000 CO .juide, look out a deer with a good hea<
ted his father and brothers here last
Shenandoah; Gen. Wright in command go on trial Weduesday morning. Botl
Funded debt
Nel-ou A. Lade of Hethcl, assault an I battery.
1.342.0»*» no
Mr. F. Mahuron of Stewartstown, >
ii
his
home
to
his
return
him
ou
with
made
had
C.
Current liabilities
suit
arrange
l'arl«, single sale.
to
the
Scrlbner,
of
Sheridan.
Alvin
«Vît» Ί3
until the arrival
week.
parties
II., has a crew of men pressing hay fu r
Accrual Interest not yet j«avable
Henrv S Hamlin of Otlsllel ι, two, for cheating
12.44# fi7 Boston.
We played a game of hide and seek ments to that effect, but the plaintiff
Mr. and Mrs. M. O'Reilly and Miss the farmers in this vicinity who hav e
false
pretences.
Overshoes that have all the softness
by
Messrs. Corbin and Styles of Net
Rosa Bean attended the Maine Musk
through Maryland and Virginia from after getting as far as Bethel, was takei
Total liabilities,
•lullus Judklns of Norway, two, nuisance and
3,424,006 00
hay to sell.
house.
Britain. Conn., also each secured a deei
and
the
we
to
when
reporl
until
ill.
damp resisting qualities of the pure
that
time
According
physician's
gambling
in
19th,
got
festival
Portland.
keeping
Sept.
The total «umber of passengers carMrs. Martha E. Davis of Woodstocl
S. W. Bennett, guide.
Creek.
not be able to attend befor
wear like leather.
or
would
Winchester
at
she
them
Mist
at
the
has
moved
from
II.
E.
Mason
Opequan
ried was 177,74'!; carried one mile,
gum, but which
who has been here on a visit to her sistc r
Persian Custom·.
Messrs. Marshall and Ililliard of Colt
i
I think this affair was not much the second week of the term, even if sli
Rubbers of great strength for men.
4,.V>0,7-7: freight carried, .'>*>2,827 tons, of brook were in Tuesday buying stock <>. J. (irover house to the home of L and niece, returned home on Tuesday.
and
In
well
as
fo
In
Turkey
as
Fersla,
the public press until after was then. No other case was ready
< )rdway.
which 114,lik> tons was lumber. 144.1>44
Mrs. Florice Mclnnis is visiting at he r spoken of in
Footwear that is impervious to
too.
From the prices paid, the back of th
we had smashed Early at Winchester trial at once, and it was found impract]
throughout the orient generally, modLemuel Dualiam. the Greenwood cor- father's, A. F. Brooks'.
w;ts pulp. 270 tons was bark and 07,SôT>
earlio
an
beef trust must be thoroughly broken.
for
In
Perfect fitting anil durable.
case
und
first
the
moisture.
cable to assign
ern waterworks are unknown,
and Fisher's Hill.
respondent of the Democrat, made us ί
tons was paper.
The circle met with Mrs. Nellie >1
.ind
than Thursday. Tlio juries were ai
Thursday, a little child of Mr. an social call last week.
Yours,
Truly
Also Rubbers for Ladies, Misses
Very
day
every Persian town the women and
c
Tlier
The total mileagt consists of 53..'>8 of
Brown
on Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Harry l'enuock was buried, Ret
W. Scott Robinson.
for wi-.ir
A. J. Haskell employs two young met was a fair attendance considering tli ρ
cordingly excused on Tuesday and Wed girls may be seen at daybreak on their
suitable
aud
sizes
all
single track and 19.26 of yards and sid- Wm. Ineson. of Colebrook, conductin
Children,
nesdav successively, and the court busie
to assist him in his cider mill and worm
the j»t i· *
smallness of our numbers. They wei
way to the comjnoû wells Just as iii
ings, making a total of 72.84 miles.
WILLIAM M'KENNEY.
over shoes of any shape, and
the services.
itself with such minor and routine mal
is plentiful.
1
Rut
juice
Miss
their
entertained
times.
Kl'M}'ottL> y ALLS A KAMiKLEY LAKES.
old
Bible
carry
by
They
very pleasantly
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costs amounting to $24 was imposed
The remarkable instinct of the mudhall.
in
fair
their
and
othc
Mrs.
his
Albert
Grange
which
for
Blake,
on
with
Skin
sweet
sister,
Look
horror
corn,
farmers for their
Eruptions, upon Gehagan, and the same upon Wil- fish to roll himself In a ball of mud
1903 volume of The Youth's Companioi
to
School closes this week. The teacher, and
the farmers have been working for somt friends in town.
sample copies of the paper will h Blotches, Sores, Pimples. They don't liams, the respondent in the other ap- when the dry season approaches is a
has given good satisEverett,
Margaret
conference
who uses
A
will
nor
have
has
been
one,
them,
any
sent free to any address.
granted.
case.
years,
pealed
and
The
faction to scholars
NEWRY.
wonderful provision of uature intendparents.
Bucklen'a Arnica Salve. It glorifiée the
a
one
of the leading packers of the state wai
Τπκ Youth's Companion,
David Cristie, who had pleaded not
prospect is fair for her to teach this 144 Berkeley Street,
Mrs. Willard Wight of North Newry i
held in Portland Thursday, when it wai
Mass face. Eczema or Salt Rheum vanish be- guilty to indictments for illegal trans- ed solely, it would seem, to prcveut the
Boston,
school
house
in
the
new
term
The most Infore it. It cures sore lips, chapped
unanimously agreed that the price paid quite sick with throat trouble. went t winter's
portation and single sale, was placed oc extinction of the species.
that is being erected.
Mrs. John Morse, of Grafton,
chilblain·. Infallible for Piles, trial for illegal transportation, with teresting fact about this flsh Is th^it It
in 1903 should be 2 cents per pound
All honor to little Eustis in northen hands,
her
of
Bath
is
Snow
Mrs.
ohildret
little
with
two
assisting
25c at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'β, South Stearns
The price previously paid was 1 1-i Bethel Thursday
At a special towi
defending him, but the trial had breathes my means of its gills when in
Franklin County.
daughter, Mrs. Kelley.
While near the covered bridge at Newr
cents.
not proceeded far when he decided to re- its native element and by means of
the citizens voted 47 to I ; Paris; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
Heald
from
James
meeting
Mrs.
and
Mr.
an
and
stumbled
horse
fell,
her
tirms
repre Corner,
He was fined lungs during its voluntary imprisonAt this conference the
tract and plead guilty.
Sumner Hill passed last Sabbath with against the proposition to sell the pine
OUT OF DEATH'S JAWS.
sented were Burnham & Morrill Co., one of the children was thrown violent!
This was a case in ment in the mud cocoon.
$100 and costs.
owned by the town to a lumberman whi
her mother, Mrs. S. H. Keene.
but wa
the
of
Kernald,
wheel
over
the
and
carriage
Co.,
near
from
Portland Packing
"When death seemed very
which the officers secured forty pints ol
Mrs. Hiram Rawson from Parie Hill wanted them. The pines make a nobl·
shafts to th
Keene A True Co. Undoubtedly the not seriously injured. The
a severe stomach and liver trouble, that whiskey at the Andover fair.
runs
which
the
a
for
highway
through
grove
near
this
was
in
vicinity looking
The first fourteen Roman emperors
smaller tirms will make the same in- carriage were broken. A very narrow
1 had suffered with for years," writes P.
Fines and costs have been paid as folfarm to her mind. The prospect is her and are one of the chief natural beautie;
escape.
all shaved their faces clean. There Is
crease.
of that section. The amount offered Muse, Durham, N. C., "Dr. King's New lows:
and
if
S.
here
will
come
Ki
husband
R.
soon,
at
Quite a crowd assembled
Life Pills saved my life and gave perfect
Many farmers in this vicinity have said
$485.(K a portrait bust representing Nero with
State v·. Chau. Γ. Lord,
M. Bean's farm suits his mind he will $3,000, would have paid the town debt
that they would not plant sweet corn gore'· hall for a masked ball Thursda
169.K
t beard, but It la not believed to be
but
voters felt that thev could pa; health." Best pills on eartn and only State f·. San ly R. Nile,
the
in
th
home
who
came
purchase.
19.lt
Alvln C. Scrlbner,
another year at the old price, but witk night. Those
the debt some other way and not despot I 25c. at F. Λ, Shurtleff A Co., South State τι. Earl
autlwntlc.
F«rle, Me.
and
util
th
Mf
81
of
M«rk.et
haying
witnesses
apples,
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were
Picking
that
hours
τι.
wee sma'
State
Brown,
and
this advance there is little doubt
Store,
Norway.
in
Paris,
town.
Noyes
Drug
attractive
the most
spot
are all in progress this week.
total eclipse of the moon.
the acreage desired can be secured.
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I AM ES Ν. FAVOR,

QUAKER RANGE!

HOME

|

|

]

··

Quaker

week at

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway,
SPECIAL SALE OF TOOTH BRUSHES.
quality.

shall sell them
each.

For this week only
for only

....

ttod[y

buy

Cbj?fAbbott
nUHar"(yC

,,

F.

A.

SHURTLEFF & CO.,

blJoseph

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

£

_

GO TO

SHAW'S
BUCKFIELD, ME.,

1

THEM!

FOR

^

—

STOVE

I

I

£

^

^

£

I

$3.50 up.

From

I

$

They

They

ïs»o»o

MRS.

^

Ε.

HOWE

A.

up-to-date

FASHIONABLE MILLINERY,
UNDERWEAR—Jersey

MR3.

E.

Ready-Made, HOSIERY

HOWE,

A.

■

NOW

is the time for you
to

buy your_-*

FUR COATS,

!

OVERCOATS,
ULSTERS,

^

S10
$7

Fur Coati,
Overcoats.

Ulsters, good

for

Norfolk Suits for

Agent

for the Celebrated

Queen Quality

J. F. Plummer,

$27,
$18.
$7.

Boys.

Kid Boots for Ladies.

clothier

ι furnisher;

Democrat

Oxford

The

SOUTH PARIS.
SOUTH PARIS POST OJTIC*.
OtBce Hour» β Κ» to 7 Λ) Α. Κ, 8Λ0 A.
m.
s υυ r.
GRAND

ΤΚΓΝΚ

M.

to

RAILWAY.

TRAINS

SOUTH

PARIS

(iolng down (eart)—5 3K a. M., (dally. Sundays
Sunday only,
Included), 9:30 A. st., * 40 p. M.
r. 00 p. *.
8:47
Going up west;—10:00 A. M.. 3:38 P.
Sundays lucluded}. Sunday only,
p.M
* ϋ A. *.

lally,

CHCRCHKS.

Congregational

Rev. W. E.
Br>ks, 1>· Γ»., pastor. Preaching services, 10:45
a. m. and 7:00 p. M.; Sunday School 12 m.; Y.
1 >. C. K. ate p. m.;Church prayer meeting on
Τ
tay evening at 7:30 o'clock- Λ11, not otherwise connected, are cordially Invite·).
Methodist Church. Kev. A. W. Pottle, Pastor.
• in
Sunday, morning prayer meeting. 9:30 a.
Sabbath School
m ; preacbiug service 10 45 a.
:: m.; Kpworth League Meeting, 8:15 p.
.fntng prayer meeting 7 P. v.; prayer meeting
: .c-1 iv evening; class meeting, Friday eveulng.
:.n list Church, Rev. H. S. Hnkham, Pastor.
Sab**:,m ;ay,
service 10 :40 a
.:· Vhool 12
praver meeting 7.«i p.
ι·.·λ·γ meetlnir Tuemlav evening.
v.vcrsallst Church, Rev. J. H. I.lttle, Pastor.
In
lug service every Sunday at J JO P.
New Hall. Sunday School at 3 Λ) P. M.
Kirs'

Church.

{«reaching

.·■

.STATED MKKTINUS.

Lodge, No. >4. Regular
g Tuesday evening on or before full uioon.
». « ». P.—Mount Mica Lo<lge, regular meetThursday cvenlntf of eacii week.—Aurora
nent.'ilret anyl third Mon«lay evening*

Λ Λ.

M.—1'arls

a

week

in

being

E. G. Peterson of Portland is a
of Wirt Stanley this week.

guest

Mrs. Charles M. Titcomb of Rumford
Falls made a short visit here last week.

F. Stanley of the Auburn
Hatchery was at C. W. Bowker's last
J.

Friday.

full

stopping

-,

II. Porter started his cider mill last

Monday.

The iron bridges are having a coat of
:it. put on by Amos Bird and Frank

Kimball.

E. Morse reads this Monday evening
,ι· m entertainment given by Falmouth
'•range at West Falmouth.
of
Lancaster, Mass.,
the guest of his sister, Mrs. J. W.
Chute.
P.

E.

Woodbury, superintendent

Industrial School

at

by
They

The second lecture in the People's
Course will be Riven by Judge Percival
V. Dayton Bolster has prepared for
of the Cumberland Superior
t!:« settlement of the coal strike by Bonney
Court, at the Methodist church next
l"ipping his residence with a new Friday evening.
Subject, "A New
Magee combination hot air and hot water
England Town."
heater.
The schools were all suspended on
Amos A. Bird was laid off from work
Friday, while the teachers attended the
.1 few days last week, on account of havconvention of the Oxford County reaching his hands poisoned by the coal tar en»' Association at
Some
Norway.
jMint which he was using on the iron more than a hundred teachers, from all
bridges.
parts of tbe county, were in attendance,
A freight train which went up the line and very interesting anil profitable ses64
of
made
was
sions
are reported.
up
Thursday morning
cars, and while most of them may have
Among those who went to Boston on
been empty, there were at least a dozen the
excursion Monday morning were A.
heavily loaded coal and Hat cars. It il. iHible and wife. Master Louis ( lark,
was drawn bv one of the big compound
F. A. ShurtletT and wife, Mrs. W. P.
locomotives, which pulled it without Morton. Mrs. 11. E. W ilson, Mrs. ( harles
of
evidence
doing
but
gave
difficulty,
Edwards, Miss Annie Edwards, N. C.
considerable work on the grade.
McKeen. Ε. M. Thayer. II. B. Holden.
The price of apples seems to be show- A large number of tickets for the exW. (i. Everett, cursion were sold, both at this station
ng a little improvement.
<r. 1'. Abbott, the Hammonds and others and at Norway.
in that neighborhood sold theirs last
of
Mrs. Eliza R. Wheeler, widow
week at ?2.00. to be packed this week.
Joseph Wheeler, died Friday at the
Some of the other buyers who have l>een
home of lier son, P. E. \\ heeler, in South
offering 51..>0 say that it looks as if they Paris, at the age of Sô years.
'lhe
would have to increase their offer soon,
funeral Sunday afternoon was attended
while others say that they cannot pay
by Kev. A. W. Pottle, assisted by Rev.
more than il.00 any way.
of which
Paris
I)r. Brooks.

Mellen Cummings, who, as every•dy in South Paris knows, has sawed a
good deal of wood in the last nineteen
years, was reckoning up a few days since
what the amount of work was that he
had done in that line. Though he has
kept no record, he is confident that the
tal is not less than two thousand cords,
J.

i

at,

piled

four feet

high, would make

pile of cord wood more than three
miles long. Doesn't it make your back
ache just to think of it?

Plans for the Cniversalist church have
l»een prepared by S. P. Maxim, and while
t >-y will not be acted upon fully this
as dimen>· ir, they are approved as far
>
ns go, and the foundation will be put
η this fall.
The plans include amain
■uiMing 40 χ 4 s feet, with a vestry eon<>n the back side is
·> 1 l'."> χ :i~> feet.
•king s feet deep and 24 feet wide, for
The base!,uu and other purposes.
kitchen,
st contains furnace room,
•id large dining room. The total frontage on Pine Street is 75 feet.

England

A g<?od audience atteuded the temperance meeting at the court house Wednesday evening. Hon. George D. Bisbee
of Kumford Falls presided, and the
meeting was opened with prayer by
Chairman
Kev. Dr. Brooks. Besides
Bisbee, the meeting was addressed by
Brooks
W.
E.
Rev. Messrs. A. W. Pottle,
and .1. H. Little of South Paris and B.
S. Hideout of Norway, and by C. F.
Whitman, J. H. Bean and James S.
Wright. Pointed reference was made by
to the local enforcement of
one

speaker

the law. which was fully approved. Opposition to resubmission was expressed
by the speakers generally, and before
the meeting closed a vote of the audience
was taken on the question which was
unanimous in opposition.
Ethan Willis, who had been seriously
ill for sometime, died at his home on
Church Street last Monday afternoou,
aged nearly 73 years. The fuueral Wednesday afternoon was attended by Rev.
A. W. Pottle of the Methodist church,
of which church Mr. Willis was a faithful member and in which he was an
Mr. Willis had lived in
earnest worker.
South Paris about twelve years, the
larger portion of his life previous to that
time having been spent in West Paris.
He was a carpenter and builder by trade,
and had doue much work in Oxford
County and elsewhere. His last extensive work in South Paris was on Billings
Block, which he and Franklin Maxim
took the contract to build. He built the
stations on the extension of the Portlautl
and Kumford Falls Kailway from Canton
to Kumford Falls, and in 1U01 superintended the erection of a large number of
dwelling houses at Kumford Falls foi
the Kumford Falls Power Co., which was
his last work. He was a man of sterling
honesty, universally respected, and hi*
death is a lose to the community. Dur
ing the civil war Mr. Willis served ir
the Eighteenth Massachusetts Regiment
and was a member of Wm. K. Kimbal
Post, G. A. R., which attended th<
funeral in a body, as did the Relie!
Corps. He was also a member of tin
Odd Fellows lodge at West Paris. He is
survived by a widow and three childrei
by a former wife—Mrs. H. H. Houghtot
of Auburn, William F. Willie of Wes
Paris, and C. H. Willie of Portland
Burial was at West Paris.

expenses.
The attorneys have all been at court
during the week.
Mrs. E. C. Tarr, after a very serious
sickness of several weeks, is improving.
At the annual meeting of Oxford
Chapter, No. 29. the following officers
were elected after the various reports for
the year were considered :
H. P.—Frank S Barker, M. D.
K.—Walter L Gray.

There was also a series of wellposed tableaux. The audience filled the
hall beyond its seating capacity, and the
financial results of the evening were

cored.

very satisfactory.

The first lecture of the
People's
Lecture Course under the auspices of
the Epworth League was given at the
Methodist church Friday evening by
Rtiv. C. E. Lund of Portland. It was
lecture on the subject,
an illustrated
I he
•'Twentieth Ceutury's Ideals.
ideals aimed at were in general terms a
more even division of the products of
labor and the improvement of the condition of the masses, especially the laboring men. He showed quite a list of
views illustrating the work of co-operative labor in England and Scotland
pictures of the factories and the homes,
all owned by the workmen, with description of the plan on which they are
conducted. It was probably a surprise
to many in the audience to learn that
co-operative labor was doing so much.
Coming to our own country, he showed
various scenes representing some of the
serious social problems which we are
The ultimate result of
now facing.
present conditions which Mr. Lund sees,
and that which is to correct the inequalities of the present system, is public
ownership. His idea is similar to
Edward Bellamy's, and, like Bellamy, he
takes into account certain economic
truths which the writers of text books
have heretofore ignored. He differs from
Bellamy in one important respect. Bellamy did away with human greed simply
by the mechanical process of reconMr.
structing our industrial system.
Lund, on the other hand, does not expec t
the
of
evils
and
all
the
to abolish
wrong
present, except by the inculcation of
the spirit of Christ and the establishment of Christian fraternity among all
classes of men. The lecture is open to
criticism for assuming some things as
fact which are clearly debatable, and for
an occasional bit of rhetoric which a little examination of statistics might have
modified, but was nevertheless entertain-

ing, instructive, and far-seeing.

It Keep· the Feet Warm and Dry.
Ask to-day for Alton's Foot-Ease, a powder. It I
cure· Chilblains, Swollen, Sweating, Sore, Ach-1
log, Damp feet. At all druggist· and shoe stores

t.
e.

Howe.

Megxatt.

FOB SALE.

and doors with large panes ofr glass add

greatly the attractiveness of the place.
At the organization of the various
women's clubs into the Norway tederation of Women's Clubs at Concert Ilall
Wednesday afternoon the following were
the officers elected:
President— Mrs. Christine A. Stephens.
VteoPreit tents—Mre. Mary
Howe, Mrs.
Suiuner Pinker, Mr*. Etilth Bartlett, an«i MrsMargaret Ltbby.
to

secretary—Mrs. Alice Woodsum.
Treasurer—Mrs. Ursula I'erry.
Auditor—Mrs. Ada Llbby.

There 1b more Catarrh In thla section of the
country than all other diseases put together,
and until the last few years was supposed to be
Incurable. For a great many years doctor* prolocal
nounced It a local disease, ana
remedies, and by constantly falling to cure with
Scilocal treatment, pronounced It Incurable
ence has proven catarrh to be a constitutional
constitutional
and,
therefore,
disease,
requires
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured
treatment
by F. J. Cheney ά Co., Toledo. Ohio. Is the only
It Is t iken
constitutional cure on the market
Internally In doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer one hundred
dollars for any case It falls to cure. Send for
Address,
circulars and testimonials
F. J. Cheney A Co.. Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, price 75 cents per bottle.
Mall's Family Pills are the lient.

prescribed

BORN.

The

about

holding

Burners,

Chimneys,

both of Rumford Kails.
In Kryebui*, Oct. 15, by Rev. Bamau N. Stone,
Mr. ( lmrles K. Stevens of Kryeburg, and Miss
ilattle Gllpatrlck of Hiram.
In Kant St«neham, Oct. 5. by Rev. E. W. Pond,
Mr. Vlrpll H. I.lttlpfleld and Mise Georgia Putnam. Iioth of Lovell.
In Rumford Center, Oct. 4, by Rev. W. E. Pur.
lngton, Mr. Herbert R. Goodwin and Miss Nina
Β Mason, both of Bethel.
In Norway, Oct. 14, by Rev. C- E. Angell, Mr.
E'tward E. French and Miss Minnie Paine, both
of Albany.

Address,

years.
In West

A

family.

Kor

9 cents.
cents.

ground.
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tisers le that they expect Immediate returns of large proportions. One prominent advertiser

evolved

—Printers' Ink.

money expended for
advertlalnit 1· the name h
The
If plncejl at Intercut.
profita fro.ii the ndvertlalnff
are virtually the Intereat on

ad.

an

rrtwiaiMii

the Inveatment.

"The sums spent for advertising

To
1 would
cherry red

Buy

rug, coat

®

furs.

CROâbY

116 Mill

value of the investment.

E

OJ

_>>

••The rate of Interest Is determined by the skill with which
the Investment is made.

c

Ο

ax

β

"Just as the quickest way to
increase invested wealth Is by

Ο
u.

-c

l··

compounding
the quickest

Ophthalmometer.

The

gloves.

or

has value, which, if the advertising has been properly done,
can usually be sold for the face

I-

get our Catalogue,
jiving prices, and our shipping
.ags and instructions, so as to
ivoid mistakes. We also buy
But first

the

sell a steer, 6 months old,
buy
and white, girth 4 feet 1 Inch.
Ο. K. CLIFFORD,
or

Specialist,

Optician,

Methodist Church,
Maine.

Four

village.

smart,

positions
capable boys.

Apply at

once

to

P.

| 43

Wain

SUPPLIES !

IHAXIin,

St., South Pari»,

Mull order*

will find

as

Fitting

Always

fine line of Towels in

importer.

One lot linen towels, good weight, colorod or white border, 17x32 in., 12 l-2c
One lot pure

inches,

linen,

wide

hem,

One lot bath towels, extra
bleached, 23x54 in., only

|

one

of

the best every year we

have a fine line of good wearing, reliable
Underwear. Use it once, you will alwayt
want it.

One lot extra heavy fleeced cotton, Jer
50c
sey, vests and pants, sizes 4 to 9,
in

white, red

good weight, régulai
1Γ5

25c

morning

One lot
olene

Only

assortment
for

heavy weight materials,

wear.
run

from

□ API

IIVPC

r#ir»LII^I Ο
QO

Try

the

and.

Money

it.

WARRANTED SPRUCE

back if

SO
no

$2.50

to

$5.00.

MAINE.

One lot good quality llanneletto, trimmed with braid, braid and rutile yoke,

South

RF-VleI%0.

Paris, ΜβίΠΘ.

selling good stylish
is no exception.

You will find

Browns

18.50

CHILDREN'S DRESSES.

Why

make them, when you can
them ready-made for about what
the material would cost you ?

lot, liko cut, of
fancy plaids, plain
yoke, cutTsand belt.

One

COATS.

The Monte Carlo is a leader
We have several styles in

fall.

with

Trimmed

braid,

pearl

tons; waist
All sizes.

little

stock

our

end,

un

and black,

A

butlined.

stylish

Dress

larger,

for

$1.00

only

greater variety than ever
before.
Flannels, Silk, Pique, and !
Mercerized Cotton in all colors,
sizes, and prices.
and

This year

One lot 60 in. long, four tails
four tails up near the neck.

cap on shoulders, bishop sleeve, 7-gore
skirt, 10 in. tlounce, good colors, $1.25

SHIRT WAISTS.

Furs.

buy

fits.

Wrapper that really
styles now ready.

known.

"fcïottloe.

Prescription Druggist,

Our stock of Fall and
It will pay you to

a

ELIXIR,

Cough Remedy

relief.

iRNEST P. PARLIN,
of

Beet

oout

all, and that the lowest.

a

One

lot

SEPARATE SKIRTS.

We have Walking Skirts or Dress
Skirts in a larger variety of styles
and prices than ever before. Nearly
every one can get fitted from our

heavy

twilled tlannel,red,
black, blue, rose,

Comforts.

Buy your Comforts ready-made this
year and save a lot of hard work.

3 clusters of tucks
in back, 6 stitched
Do not wait to
Skirts.
plaits in front,
one made.
have
of
ν
tell
1
e
e
β
to
room
e, and
bishop
many others no
pearl buttons, reg- here.
Slot Seam Coats, Gibson One lot black cheviot, graduated tlounce
$1.75
ular sizes,
headed with two band» of silk, velvetCoats for Ladies and Misses.
14.75
teen binding, percalene lined,
in
Also light or dark One lot Misses' Coats, heavy kersey,
ones for any occacastor, red and blue, three-quarters
on
sion.
length, two satin-bound capes

ready-made

good weight, cotton filling, silkcovered, two yards long.
SI.37

blue, One lot extra heavy cotton blankets,
black
largo size, bound edge, black border,
$1.50
with
$1.00

Silk in light blue,

RUGS.

pink,
black,

make them

Here you will find a rug suitable
for every room in your house. Prices
within reach of all.

Nightgowns.

yourself.

FLANNELETTE WRAPPERS.

One

50c.

un-

Fall

larger.
buying.

This is the time of year when you

must think of Blankets and

all
In
qualities, One lot pink and white, and blue and
sizes and prices.
white stripe, double yoke, good longth,
50c
pearl buttons. All sizes,
lot

light weight,
fleeced, white, suit

heavy,

an

white

shoulder, satin
cuffs,

and
§5.00

bound

collar

and
$4.00

BLACK PETTICOATS.

You will want
set out your new

New Petticoat to
You will
Skirt.

a

find them here in many styles that
The prices
new and pretty.
in need of a Suit it will pay will please you.
If
I
Flannel
DRESS GOODS.
|you to see our line before buying.
Are you thinking of having a new
good quality,
These for comfort cold winter One lot Smyrna mats, 18x36 in., fringe, Dress or Suit? You will find here One lot black cheviot,
trimmed with moire silk, moire
double faced, good colore and patjackets
can
bande on skirt, well made through75c a fine line of Suitings and lighter
nights, and cheaper than you
terns,

Outing

UNION SUITS

1Sx30
25c

BLANKETS and COMFORTS.

(Regu-

UNDFRWEAR.

pants

a

stock, direct from the

wear.

all

have

TOWELS,

DRESSING SACQUES.

grey,
sizes,

One Price to

advertised.

quite

entirely

an

2G oonte oach.

Next door to Post Oflice,

interest to her.

Winter Goods of every kind was never better or
lock over our Stock before
All Goods

it

the box

24 Hour· wltli

_____—————

Something here of

the

We have

prices

FALL STORE NEWS.
Every lady

It has

with.

Proprietor

•

Norfolk?

NORWAY,

Price

DONT MISS THE FIRST CHAPTER

TIr.

this

CASCARA BROMIDE QUININE TABLETS,
OR BROMO QUININE LAXATIVE TABLETS,

I

Π ILL Ο

promptly

Ladies' Hose. One lot good woight,
12 l-2c.
lleece-lined, fast black,
One lot fast black, heavy fleeced hose,
25c.
double foot, rib or elastic top,
You will surely want
or
ribbed
woolen
lot
One
plain, these dainty sacques for
hose,
25c.
black or grey, good weight,

or

1n

The Mystery of Grasiov

PHOTOGRAPHIC

change

piece suit, yet

two

Eastern 'Phone.

LI 11

a

piece

two

a
a

and belt make

style.

"Stand back, you insulter I

Mechanic Falls, Me.

&

a

in

FOSTER,

B.

H.

read about in our
next Serial Story

open to

are

HOSIERY.

I All wool vests and

different

Norfolk

plucky American girl you will

an

Waists
Ferris
for Ladies, Misses
and Children. Fine
line of 50c. Corsets.

By buying only

plaits, yoke

the

THIS is

$1 leaders.

....

characteristics of

boy

not make

suit, why

vestee

time, and buy him

The Mystery
of Grasiov

R.&G.,

Children's ftchool H*se.

or

fall and winter

Thompson's!

These cold days must make you feel
the need of heary Hosiery.

If you have dressed your

* AAA A·»/

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,

The most important part of a woman's dress ie ber
corset. She should
have the right style
corset to liave a
stylish looking suit
or dress. You will
find the correct
style here in several makes.

our

to chop con! wood near South Palis I
Winter'* work.
SOUTH PARIS LUMBER CO.

men

the shoe busi-

Good

ness.

Boys.

Norfolk Suits for
WANTED

about 16 years of age

to learn

opportuuity

Square,
MAINE.

PARIS,

of these suits in

strong and who wish

are

Real

value.

over.

Markot

SOUTH

people.

IN SHOE FACTORY.

who

exceptionally good

Bolster &, Co.,

Dayton

Advertisers get good returns
the amount Invested in
columns.
We reach the

Boys Wanted
boys

are

and Mittens

our

Eyes Examined Free.

Several

center counter, a line of

on our

Call and look them

OS

MEN"

SPECIAL BARGAIN.

They

for cold weather.

N.

NORWAY.

Styles of Men's Gloves

12 Different
Bargains.

wear.

on

J. Pierce'!! Jewelry Store,

CORSETS.

Glove

We have

is still at

1

do.

got the Underwear you ought

GLOVES FOR

50 cents

jjlve notice that I have given my son,
Richardson, hlB time during hi»
TO LET.
minority to act and trade for himself, and shall
Tenement to let to a family without children. claim none of hh earnings nor pay any debts of
Vlll give the man etcady work 011 farm.
Or his contracting during that time.
roula hire a single man. Itefercnce required.
1
Ε. B. RICHARDSON.
O.K.CLIFFORD
Parle, Me., Oct. 1,1902.
South Parts, K. F. 1). No. 1, Oct. 13.
Witness, R. L. TAYLOR.

Eyesight

as we

see

F. H. NOYES CO.,

PARIS,

SOUTH

NOTICE.

South Paris.

W. B.,

the interest, just so
way to realize re-

sults from advertising is to compound the returns."—Advertising
Experience.

Invented by Dr. Javal of
Paris, France, and imported to Paris, Maine, for the
benefit of my patrons.
EXAMINATION F EE.

FRISIAN FUR COMPANY,
Street, Rochester, Ν. Y.

if you don't believe

to

I hereliv
Alfred K.

W.

Sell Steer.

or

properly chargeable

to capital account because the resulting good will is something that

V)

Come in and

We've

"The

try

$15

$13, $14
anywhere.

to be

found

Illustrates the principle of advertising In this way:

that la anperlor to thta.

If you want anything,
in our columns.

Suits

The trouble with most adver-

brlnirlnur employer and
employee tuirether no meth-

Nearly opposite
South Pari»,

PENSION MATTERS

to cover the

upon it

For

Steer, Bull or Horse
bide, Calf skin, Dog
skin, or any other kind
:>f hide or skin, and let
11s tan it with the hair
:>n, soft, light, odorless
ind moth-proof, for robe,

particulars write to
BOX 798, Norway, Me.

Thunder showers were quite lively
and long continued Sunday evening. We
have had lightning during every calendar
month of the season, from February to
October inclusive, with the exception of
September. Possibly there may have
been Rome during that month also, but
the Democrat failed to note it.

enough

well knowu fact

that thousands depend
for employment.

SEND US
A COW,

Sumner, Oct 13, Lucius Clinton Bates.

affliction.
Edwin I. Spofforp and Family.

Calais reports Maine's first snow β torn
of the season on October 10. It was

a

COMPOUND INTEREST

are

SITUATION WANTED.
capable woman would like work In a small I

In affliction and sorrow how sweet is
sympathy. We are so grateful to our
neighbors and friends who so lovingly
and kindly ministered to our loved one
while here and have helped ub so much
by sympathy and kindness in our great

During the year 1902 Kennebec County
has received in fines from violators ol
the prohibitory law $42,149.23, which is
about $14,000.00 more than in 1901.

day, but it is

lamps,

One lot wool eiderdown pink,
Half fare rates on the Grand Trunk
ular fence climbers.)
and Portland and Rumford Falls roads.
and red. Collar trimmed with
double
Tickets good going Oct. 29th and 30th, One lot fast black, heavy ribbed,
braid, crocheted edge. Fastens
15c.
knee and feet, fleeced,
to return on or before Nov. let.
ribbon and frogs,
Visitors will be entertained at the Infants1 ribbed cashmere, black, red,
homes of the people of the parish for
25c.
silk
heele
and
and
toes,
tan,
white,
Many Other Styles.
Dinner and
lodging and breakfast.
supper will be provided by the Good
Cheer Society at 25 cents for dinner and
20 cents for supper.

per
Increase of pension to $12.00
month has been granted to Orren Whitte·
more, Welchville.

plays

$10,

have the best

we

and

$12,

iu the life of to-

RICHARDS, the

In South Paris, Oct. 14, Ethan WllUs, aged 72
years.
In Parle, Oct 13, Miss Livonia Knight, aged
6<; years.
In South I'a'ls Oct. 17, Mrs. Eliza R. Wheeler,
Ked K"i years.
In Oxford, Oct. 3, Mrs. Truman Haskell.
In Oxford. Oct. 10, Levi Packard.
in Wilson's Mills, Oct. 7, Zelva Pennock, aged
2 years.
In llyron, Oct 11, Ruth U. Merrill, widow of
the late Wm. F. Merrill, aged 74 years.
In Rumford Kails, Oct. 5, Caroline B., daughter of Λ lbert and Lvdla King, aged 4 years.
In I'enmak, Oct. 12, Leonard A.lngalls, aged
<5C vears.
In Brvant's Pond, (>ct. 8, Infant son of Elmer
and l.enu M. Cummlngs.
In East Eryeburg, Walter, »on of Luther
Harnden.
In Norway, Oct. 8, Louise Tltcomb, aged 19

Supper.

parishes.

accu-

DIED.

10:30 a.m. Convention called to order and address Ity President Bennett.
Response, Kev. J. H. Little.
Π .00 a m. Address, "The Unfolding Life,
Rev W.J.Taylor.
12 00 M. Pinner
200 P.M. Service of Song.
,
A«iilre«8. "Some Leeeone or tnc
-15 P. m
Lord's Supper," Rev. C. R.Tenney.
Communion service, Kev. J. H. Little and
Rev. C. R. Tenney officiating.
3 JO p. M. Address, Rev. C· E. Angell.

8:30 a.m. Conference meeting, led by Bro.
Geo. L. Merrill.
9-30 a m. Business: Election of officers. ReReports from
ports from
secretary anu treasurer.
Question box. Practical problems.
12 00. Dinner.
1:30 p. m. Song service.
1:45 p. κ. Aduess, Rev. Isabella S. MacDuff.
Rev. W. E. Gaskln.
2:30 P.M.
β OOP. M. Supper.
7 00 P. M. Addresses : Rev. A. Gertrude Earle,
"Have We a Living Faith?"
Rev. F. E. Harton, "Small Things and Great
In Religion."

"want ad."

any size, 5

We believe

impossible

rately to gauge the part the small j

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

THE

Buckfleld.
In Hallowell, Oct. 14, by Rev. E. W. Webber,
Mr. Chester G. Rlsbee and Miss Sadie L.Talnter,

and

THDB8UAT.

pint,

It is of course

any size, 5 cents.

In Ruck field, Oct. 13, at the residence of the
bride's father. Dr. J. C. Caldwell, by Rev. B. F.
Turner, Mr. Charles Prince Buck of Traverse
Cltv, Mich.,'and Miss Bessie Mae Caldwell of

ASSOCIATION.

Praise service.
Address, Rev. W. W. Hooper.
Address, Rev. M. B. Townsend.

a

9 cts.
hand

glass

common

THE WANT AD.

In

WEltNESDAT.

6 00 »· m.
7 30 p. m.
7 :«5 p. M.

Now.

▲T ONCE.
ANDBEWS HOUSE. SOUTH PARIS,
Wm. M. Shaw, Phop.

Lamps

history.

our

Get the New Suit

daughter.

Following is the programme for the
annual fall meeting of the Oxford Association of Universalists, which will be
held at South Paris, Wednesday
Thursday, Oct. 29 and îîO:

is the finest in

TABLE GIBL WANTED

raw

In East Waterfonl, Oct. 13, to the wife < f
William Emery, a eon.
In Norway, Oct. 1, to the wife of Charles D.
Morse, a daughter.
in Norway, Oct. 8, to the wife of Paul L. Weet,
• daughter.
In Albany, Oct. 6, to the wife of Fred Skinner,

S. S —lames Favor.
.1. 8.—G. L. Curtis.
Trea».—Lee M. Smith.
Sec —H l> Smith.
Marsh·!— E. F. Smith.
Chaplain—J E. Budden.
Organist—H. P. Jones.

UNIVERSALIST

|

A first-class Mueller Furnace suitable for
wood or ooal. It has been used but very little.
All piping and fixtures go with It Enquire of
GEO. F. HAMMOND,
Paris, Maine.

CletBHi and b—Blifl— th* hs!f·
PrwnotM a luxuriant growth.
MtTtr Mil to BMtor· Qr«j
Hair to 1U Touthful Color.
I Cur., icalp d imm * half falliaf.

j

a

Fall Suits

SOeents.

Rumford Falls, Oct 4, to the wife of Leon
Bazin, a daughter.
in Rumford Kails, Oct. 4, to the wife of John
Duncan, a eon.
In Rumford Falls, Oct. 8, to the wife of Walter
Hick·', a eon.
S.—Albert J. Stearns.
In Norway, Oct. 11, to the wife of Ε. E. AnTreas.—F. F. Smith.
drews, a son.
«ec —G. E. Tubbs.
In Locke's Mills, «>ct. 13, to the wife of Wesley
Finance Committee—H. D. Smith, C. H. A «lame
Kimball, » non.
and Δ C. T. Klug.
J In Kt'thel, Oct. 15, to tho wife of Frite J. TyleC. L. Hathaway has changed and a daughter.
store
greatly improved the front of the
now occupied by Ε. M. Thomas & Co.
MARRIED.
New windows
as a boot and shoe store.

Meetings will be held in February, May
Grange,
and October each year.
Wheeler was a member, was
A delegation of about
twenty-five
present in a body, and performed the Masons from Oxford Lodge, No. 18, F.
burial service of the order at the house.
and A. M., visited Mount Tirem Lodge,
Mrs. Wheeler has had seven sons. The
No. 132, Tuesday evening. Work in the
The
oldest one died in the array.
third degree was followed by a most
other six are living, in various places in
elaborate banquet. The company reMaine, New Hampshire and Massachuported a most pleasant visit.
setts.
Osgood Drew of North Fryeburg was
Sheritl Tucker on "Wednesday searched in town this week with friends.
Horace 1'. Sawyer and O. F. Edgethe room in Mrs. Hideout's rent in Davis
Block occupied by Linneus K. Cole. He comb have gone to Bemis where they
found there two gallons of. hard liquors have work painting at the Thayer cotof various kinds, in bottles and demi- tage. They left Thursday.
Prin. V. M. Whitman is suffering with
johns, and an empty jug. Mr. Cole was
taken into custody, and Thursday morn- a wrenched kuee this week, the result of
inii was arraigned in the Norway Muni- a game of football.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Stiles of Portland
cipal Court on a search and seizure complaint. He pleaded guilty, but was ad- visited Postmaster Stiles this week.
Silas I). Andrews has greatly improvjudged guilty by the court, and sentenced
to λ tine of $100 and costs of about $10. ed his buildings with a coat of paint.
or sixty days in jail.
He appealed, and
Marguerite Finney is working at the
furnishing bonds was released from telephone office as assistant.
It is reported that Rev. J. M. Pullman,
custody. Mr. Cole paid a tine for single
who owing to sickness did not speak at
sale a few weeks since.
the Universalist centennial, will in the
Ground was broken for the I'niversnear future lecture at the Universaiist
alist church at 8:30 Monday morning,
church in this place.
atami quite an audience were in
Kev. F. E. Barton of Bethel preached
tendance. Kev. Mr. Little, in opening,
it the Universalist church Sunday to a
read a portion of the account of building
congregation. He exchanged with
the tabernacle, and offered prayer. Ho large
Rev. Miss Angell.
followed this with a brief appropriate
At the regular meeting of Oxford
address, and theu called upon S. P.
No. 18. F. and A. M., at Masonic
Stearns as the oldest member of the Lodge,
Hall Friday evening,the following officers
parish trustees, to throw up the first were installed
by Grand Master A. S.
Mr. Stearns was
shovelful of earth.
Kimball assisted by Grand Marshal B. F.
followed by several others of the parish,
Bradbury:
men and women, and a few representaMaster—Geo. Hazen.
tives of other parishes and denominaS. W.—A. J. Stearns.
tions, e;u*h of whoiu threw out a shovelJ. W.—C. P. Harnett.
S. D.—II. F. Andrew».
ful of earth. The exercises closed with
•I. L>.—Harry Karris, M. D.
and benediction.
of

iriven, including a song by Howard Shaw,
followed by an instrumental duet by
the little Misses Dean, a song by the
little Misses Chandler, and a song and
dance by Ralph Andrews and Raymond
Penfold. all of which were heartily en-

I
l

October is pretty well advanced.
Our crop of

J. K. CHASE, So. Paris.

Leach.
l.g Roval.

c.

q.b. Morrl'l.
r.h.b. Bray.
I.h b. Tllton.
f.b. Blackinton
Shaw, f.b
The score Parle 21, Mechanic full* f>. Touch-1
downsJShaw, Penfo'd, Str ut, I.ln'lley, Blackinton. Goals from touchdown Lyon, Blackinton.
Referee. Mr. Jones of Amherst. TimeCol·. Linesmen. Fletcher of Pari· and
keeper.
Dwlnal of Mechanic Falls. 20 and 10-mlnute |
halves. Attendance 200.

to

Mrs.

Miss Livonia Knight died last Monday,
the loth, at her home in the south part
f the town, aged nearly 07 years. The
funeral at 2 r. m. Wednesday was attended by Kev. J. H. Little of the
I niversalist church. For many years
Miss Knight and her two brothers, Hudson and Horace, have lived a quiet home
life on the home farm. They have alinways been known as specially well
formed people on all topics of the day.
their
more reading matter going iuto
! ome every .week than into almost any
The younger
other in the vicinity.
brother. Horace, died on the 7th of
now the death of the singing
and
thedoxology,
September,
sister leaves the elder brother, Hudson,
The Good Cheer Society furnished
alone.
supper for over 150 at its anniversary
λ he
The transfer of the local telephone ex- entertainment Tuesday evening.
was served in Grand Army llall,
liangeof the New England Telephone supper
which was nearly three times filled.
Company to the Eastern Telephone
The evening's entertainment was given
Company was fully accomplished hist ill New
Hall, beginning at 8 o'clock. The
week, and since Wednesday all lines
feature of the entertainment
have been connected with the switch- principal
Wax Works, which
board in the Eastern central office at was Mrs. Jarley's
Mrs. R. L.
was given in two sections.
Norway. Mrs. Butler remains in charge.
set forth the
It is understood that some re-arrange- Cummings as Mrs. Jarley
of the collection in glowing
ment of numbers will be necessary, and attractions
and George
that when this is completed a list of terms, and Albert D. Park
in the
subscribers will be issued. By the com- So per in burnt cork brought
them with
bination of the two exchanges, about 4>ti<"*ers" aed manipulated
The characters rep175 subscribers are brought into one ex- much dexterity.
were too many to enumerate,
change. All the transmitters are Bell resented
were varied and highly amuslong d stance, and connection may be but they
Between the sections of the wax
had by any one with the long distance ing.
lines of the New
Telephone Co. works a miscellaneous programme was

Record, I.e.
strout, F., l.t.
Kenney, l.g.
Strout, Β c.
Wheeler, r g.
Penfold, r.t.
Parlin, r e.
Hrlgfre, q.b.
Lindley, 1 h.b.
Lvon, r h.b.

t

"v*v

druggists, 29c. Sample
■pto FBEE. Address, Allen [
8. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. T.

Lindley.

MBCH ANIC FALLS.
r.e. Garrett.
r.t. Youog.
r.g. Prince.

PARIS.

month
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
ineete second aud fourth Thursday evenings of
each month

S. A. Stevens, Esq., has been confined
his house with a severe cold.
Bertha A. Allen has sold her house
opposite the corn shop to Charles E.
Mr. Dearborn
Dearborn of Bridgton.
will move on to tho place at once and
make his home here.
Thursday
Eastern Telephone Co., local and long
distance, is the new sign at the Beal
Block office. The New England and the
The Good Cheer Society meets WedEastern have consolidated and the comnesday afternoon, and it is desired that
in the telephone business is a
;ill members shall be present, to make petition
of history. The library and telething
association
Arrangements regarding the
graph office will continue to exist at the
îiext week.
Crooker building as heretofore.
Mrs. T. II. Sawin is visiting in Boston
ν». Li. .uorrison anu wue 01 Kumerford, N. J., lire guests of Mrs. Morrison s for a few weeks.
«UUIIII rtU*4
I\ll>OCIl r.
uau^uvv»
brother, L. S. Billings. Mr. Morrison is
an assistant superintendent for the Pullpaid in settlement of their suits for (alee
Each
man Company with an office in Jersey imprisonment the sum of 9325.
side pays its own attorneys and other
City.

game as did

steady

BLUE 8TORE8.

Children's Home In New York,
η ess, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders, move
and regulate the Bowels
vels ana Destroy Worms.,
da
Over 30,000 testimonial·.
They never fail. At all

j Hand
got!

rent

Judge

■.

moon.

I. (>. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
have moved
In Odd Fellows' Hall, every Tuesday Evening.
in Leon
Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, meets In Odd
Fellows' Hail, second and fourth Friday EvenIngs of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge,
Advertised letter in South Paris post- No. 38, meets on tlrst and third Friday of each
month.
office Oct. Λ):
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
Cbrla Douoho.
every Thursdav Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyes
No.
meets third Friday of each
Division,
Dr. J. W. Davis and family of Cliff month. Lake 12,
Assembly, No. S3, P. S., second
Island made a short visit at Dr. C. L. and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
1*. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
Buck's last week.
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
Λ. R.—Hairy Rust Poet, No. 54, meets In
G.
The Washington excursionists, who
Sew G. A. R. rial I on the llrst Tuesday Evening
returned home last week, give glowing of each month.
accounts of the trip.
W. R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon.
day evening.
Rev. A. W. Pottle of the Methodist
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
church exchanged pulpits with Rev. B. Sew G. A. R. Hall, on the first and third Wednesday evenings of each month
F. Fickett of Norway Sunday.
O. U. A. M.—Norway and South Parisr-ouncll.
So. lo, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
Mrs. Clara Howard is visiting her sisevening.
ter at Jamaii-a Plain and other relatives
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
second aud fourth Wednesday evenings of each
and friends in Massachusetts.
a

victory
Saturday.

on

third down, but in some manner Blackinton skirted the crowd for a touchdown and kicked the goal. That ended
things up for Mechanics. In the same
half Lindley, Strout and Penfold got
touchdowns, and Lyon kicked two
goals, but one did not count because a
Paris man was off-side. On the second
half neither side scored, but Shaw saved |
a touchdown by a pretty running dive
tackle on Blackinton, who again
away from the crowd.
Every man on the Paris team played a
splendid game. There were only two
offside plays, and two punts. Wheeler
played a great game, also McAlister.
They both opened up holes big enough
to run a wagon through. Parlin played a

RTATSD MKET1NG8.

family

MetfHanic Falls high

Mother Gny'i Sweet Powder* for Children,
nurse In the I
be Successfully need by Mother Gray,
Cure Feverish-

to

Secon·* Congregational Church, Rev. B. S.
RMcout, Pastor.
Preaching service Sunday, The Paris boys won out 21 to 6.
10:40 λ. M.; Sabbath School, 12 .-00 M.; Men'c
Mechanic Falls won the toss and took
at
6
:S0; Social Meeting. 7.15 p.
Prayer Meeting
the south goal, and Lyon kicked out of
m.; regular weekly Prayer Meeting, Thursday
The ball was
evening; Y. P. S. C. B. Meeting Friday even- bounds on the kick off.
In* 7 :30.
in 15 yards, thed Mechanic
Uni versa list Church, Rev. Caroline B. Ansel], brought
with brilliant
Pastor. Preaching sei vice on Sunday, at 10 :30 Falls was held, and Paris
T. P. C. U. line plunges by Shaw, Penfold and LindA. v.; Sabbath School, 13
p.
M.
7:00
meeting,
ley, scored a touchdown within a
Methodist Church, Rev. Β. T. Flckett, Pastor.
failed
Sabbath School, minute and a half's play. Lyon
Preaching service, 10:30 A.
12Λ» ii.; Social Evening Mooting, 7.-00 p. M.; at a goal.
meetThen Mechanic Falls kicked to Lyon,
pravw meeting, Tuesday evening; class
ing, Friday evening.
who fumbled on his own 20-yard line,
Baptlec Cnurch. Rev. E. S. Cotton, Pastor.
Preaching service, 10 :S0 A. M. : Sabbath School, and Mechanic Falls got the ball. Paris
12 Λϋ m
Prayer Meeting Sunday evening 7 P. M. held them and threw them back on the

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bonney of Sumner
F. A A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge
guests at J. D. Haynes' last Wed- So.
18, !n Mabonlc Hall, Friday Evening on or
nesday.
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
So. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening, on or
The Relief Corps will have an informal before full moon. Oxford Council, R. Λ 8. M.,
meeting at their room next Saturday Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
evening.

υ: each month.
R.—Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge,No.
;>
meets second and fourth Fridays or each
ntn In <>id Fellows' Hall.
\
R.—W. K. Kimball Post, No. 14S, meets
ι,
r-t and third
Saturday evenings of each
a
'ith. In <i. Λ. R. llall
\\
K. Kimball Relief Corps meets drst
third Saturday evenings of each month, In
itellei Corps Hall.
Mrs.
Strout is accompanied
f H.—Pari* Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
are
t- -econ I and fourth Saturday; during the Strout at this term of court.
In
scr of the year, meets every Saturday,
i:
r.
at the Andrews House.
grange Hall.
I <Y <*. C.—Second and fourth Mondays of
Fred Jackson of Lynn, Mass., a resieach month.
dent of Paris when a boy, visited his
s
Κ Ο. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
t.- second and fourth Wednesday evenings aunt, Mrs. S. F. Briggs, a few days last
i.>! ach month.
week.
f P.—Hamlin Litige, No, 31, meets every
The ladies of the Baptist Social Circle
vcnlng at Pythian Hall.
M ><!tm Woodmen of America—South Paris will
evening at
give a supper
a·: μ, No. 1««H7. meet· second and fourth Tueso'clock aud entertainment to which
evenings In Golden Cross Hall.
all are cordially invited, price 1"» cents.
··

over

were

Chester Record and
from Portland into
Tufts' house.

FOOTBALL.
team seems
from their

high school
picking up, judging
The

CHUSCHCS.

The additional tier of cells is
put in at the jail.

Mrs.

NORWAY.

Russell aiul wife are visit-

A. J. Bigelow of Berlin, formerly of
South Paris, was in town Sunday.

Commencing Sept. is, l'JOâ,
LRAVR

William Β.

ing at Leeds.
George Ham is spending
Albany hunting.

Do

One lot same style as last described,
but of best twilled outing, plain blue
80c
and pink only. Extra value at

These

are

just

weight goods,
and prices.
Black and blue

wide,

in

a

variety

granite cloth,

·_

of colors

SUITS.

are

$10.00

out,

Altering FREE when needed.

38 inches
50c

FURS.
"Domestic" 36-inch Venetian, in all colors, plain and
a
wear
50c
We buy
mixed,
If not, get one now,
Our Furs are reliable.
for
what a comfort it is to First-Class Dressmaker in the Store. Furs every year of a firm noted

you

Wrapper?

and

see

few hints of the large stock you will find in every
Will be glad to show you goods, and give prices.

a

department.

MAIL ORDERS RECEIVE OUR PROMPT ATTENTION.

THOMAS SMILEY,

....

/

-

Norway,

Téléphone

Maine.

Oonneotlon.

One lot black mercerized satine, flounce
trimmed with two ruffles and one Ir-

regular plaited ruffle.
throughout,

Well

made
12.00

Ivers & Pond Pianos.

i III

The C«s«erratory Expands.
The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminerce among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since It was founded in 1853 by Dr.
Eben

Toarjee.

Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers A Pond pianos
were purchased.
Since then, as the conexpanded, there have
servatory has
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers A
Pond pianos.
With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placet! their order for 31
additional ivers A Pond pianos, making
a total of 2W.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.
From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of July 13, 1902.

W. J. 1% HEELER, Agent,
South Paris, Oxford County, Me.
E. W. ( HANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

1 will furnish IMMtRS an·! WINDOWS of any
Sise or Style at reasonable price·.

Also Window <t Door Frames.

If Id want of any k!n l of Finish for InsMe or
Outahle work, semi In your orlere. Pine Lumber aa>l Shingle» on hand Cheap for Caeh.

Planing, Sawing

and Job Work.

M ate he·! Harl Wood Floor Boar I a for sale.

E.

CHAXDLER,

W.

Maine.

We et Sumner

HOMEMAKEBS? COLUMN.

111111111111

[IllCHAMS

Jomsuondenoe on topic· of Interest to the ladlo.
la soucltod. Address : Kdltor Homkmakbuf
Column, Oxford Domocrat. Purls. Mils».

OF GENERAL INTEREST.
Statistics have proven that ninety-five

Iper cent of the

t
tory

are

sat bo ice

population of

any terri-

troubled with a cough or cold
time between September and

FORTY TEARS'TORTURE.

To be relieved after 40 years' torture
C.
might well cause the gratitude.
"DeWitt β
Haney, Geneva, 0. He eaye:
Witch Hazel Salve cured me of piles
after I had suffe ed 40 years." Cures
burns, wounds, skin diseases.

Also that ninety-nine per cent
1
March.
cof the consumption cases have been cute,
HOUSEHOLD LINENS.
caused by ceglect of a trifling cough.
Like the dumb waiter, some
10CMt»-25 ceats. ;
"White-work" is not eo general a term JThat
"trifling cough" weakens the keep silent about their ups and downs.
Mo. SU^-Hamrltal £ niera κ.
The
m one might suppose It to be.
bronchial
action of thelungs, tears the
I am composed of seventeen letters name has been, by centuries of use, contubes and leaves the throat dry and sore.
Dr. Fowler's
A boon to travelers.
and form the name of a great man fined to embroidery done with cottons,
The seeds of consumption then take Extract of Wild Strawberry. Cures
after
and
usually on white linen grounds
long dead.
in
is
life
(easily and your
positive danger. dysentery, diarrhcua, seasickness, nausea.
the method more correctly known as
My 10, 16, 4 Is an assessment
When you commence to cough do not Pleasant to take. Acts promptly.
will reeunie teaching on the
satin stitch. Ânother proof of how litwear.
to
Instant
Is
17
Bauer's
use
something
1,
one
11,
hour,
My
delay
GUITAR
tle there is in a name is evident in the
AND
had her
8ANJO, MANDOLIN
Cough Cure at once. It will instantly
Young lady (who has just
My 13, 2, 8, 15 le joy.
without
for
excep"French,"
modifying
at ANDREWS UOUSE, South I*arls.
tightness and heal that picture taken)—I hope that the pictures
My 3, U, 14 means to make a mis- tion this work is, of all kinds of em- looeen up that chest
and will strengthen will be handsome.
soreness of the
TUESDAY of each week commencing Feb. 18th take.
broidery, the most universally done the action of the lungs. It will «ave
Photographer—Yes, indeed; you
Permanent atMree·, 5β Jamee St, Auburn.
My 7, 5, 6, 12 Is a native of Den- throughout all countries. To be sure,
and misery. not recognize yourself.
torture
you hours of
mark.
the French do it exclusively, but the
is
Cure
guaranBauer's Instant Cough
most beautiful specimens come from
A nagging cough drives sleep and comteed to do all this or your money will be
it with
Switzerland.
No. 31Z.—Charade.
The following druggists will fort away. You can conquer
refunded.
in
let·
is
worn out all
Eden
Its most practical application
A. Allen's Lung Balsam, which relieves
F.
free.
bottle
My first the Scriptures say in
a
sample
give you
in the chest and
;
grew.
tering. This is exceedingly satisfactory Shurtleff
lame
hard
breathing,
pain
A.
&
Dudley,
Bryant'·
Co.;
time.
(Pronounce Its letters; there's the whole embroidery for linens which are to be
irritation of the throat. Give it freely
Pond; Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Nervous,
for you!)
washed. Manv of our silks are fast
to the children.
My LA8T word to myself I can't apply;
but even with that guarantee they
to mrrry a couple becould never colors,
Justice
say
a,
tradition
(refusing
whole,
My
need to be laundered with care. This is ^cause the man is
First English lord—Did you propose
Ue.
drunk)—"Are you not
true to a certain extent of all embroid- ashamed to marry a man in such a to Miss Porkpacker?
neys are
\
eries, but certainly this work is as near state?"
Second English lord—No, to her fahe won't come here
No. 318.—Geography.
Lady:—"But
to being altogether serviceable as it is when he's sober."
ther. I hate to have any business deal1. Islands always excellent and esThis preparation contains all of the
possible for embro'dery to be.
ings with a woman.
a picnic.
at
acceptable
as
of
pecially
such
The work on ho.-sehold linens
Rushville, Ind.
digestants and digests all kinds
atStates
United
In
the
lake
A
2.
a
never
"WATCH THE KIDNEYS."
and
been
towels,
have
table-cloths, napki' β, tray-clotbs,
Messrs Ely Brothers:—I
food. It gives instant relief
to
•When they are affected, life is in
iails to cure. It aliows you to eat all tractive to all animals, particularly
etc., should be dune in "French working great sufferer from catarrh and hay fever
cotton," and, by the way, the best quali- and tried many things, but found no danger," says Dr. Abernethy, the great
the food you watt. The most sensitive sheep.
Foley's Kidney
stomachs can take it. By Its use many
3. A river In South Africa, more ty is labelled "made in Germany."
permanent relief until I found it in Ely's English physician.
of Kidney Ills, from
Initialing is both ornamental and use- Cream Balm about eight years ago, and Cure makes sound kidneys. F. A. Shurt- euro every symptom
thousands of dyspeptics have been abundant and cheap In March and
urinary
common backache to complicated
Ameriin
since.
done
ever
Oxford.
is
friends
and
fast
cured after everything else failed. 19
been
Orin
have
ful,
widely
we
&
Co.
Stevens,
already
leff
April than at other times of the year.
M. Bentley.
disorders.
often
homes—too
R.
Rev.
can
badly—but
very
unequalled for the stomach. Childon
the
4. A city In France situated
If one always takes a short cut through
ren with weak stomachs thrive on it.
not so universally as abroad; there one
street,
Messrs Ely Bros.:—Find enclosed 50
Mrs. Mark Hyde, of 45 Thornley
a health resort which
did
Kidney
First dose relieves. Δ diet unnecessary. Mediterranean;
sees it even in hotels and very humble cents for which please send me your life they sometimes regret they
Pawtucket, It. I., says: "Doan's
Is
dainty,
husband
to English speaking people
homes. Our ugly indelible ink-marking Cream Balm. I find your remedy the go the round about way.
Pills have been used by both rny obtained
French themselves.
aud two daughters, and the relief
is unknown; instead, bed and table quickest and most permanent cure for
satisfactory. My
troubles but not to the
Merita.
Ottu
lu
It·
On
every ease was very
Cures all
a long
lineos are marked with needle-work. No cold in the head, catarrh, etc.
husband was bothered off and un for
E. O. DeWitt A Co., Chicago
summer
his
who
man
which at
Proparvd only by
to
A
spent
young
doubt many women could find time
Yours truly,
time with pains across bis back,
No. 314.—Word Sqaare.
TbeW.buul* cunt. Ins2Η *.la>e«tbt-&0c. tiM
saw Doan's
I
that
severe.
farm
but
Maine
on
a
says
very
became
vacation
times
Dell M. Potter,
a
1. Always. 2. EviL 3. A girl's name. so ornament their household linens,
Kidney I'llls advertised, and procured
the right way to go about the work is
Gen. Mgr. Arizona Gold Mining Co.
new Instances of the thrift and
store. He
I. To erect.
bo* from W. L. Wood's drug
was rid
difficult
is
not
time
It
are
embroidery;
constantly
short
his
of
ness
wanting.
landlady
used them, and in a very
"Do you think I am as Rood looking
I always keep I>oau's
on the other hand, it is certainly not
thrusting themselves upon his atten- of the backache.
not bo
No. 318.—Λ HfXMiOB.
Kidney Pills on hand, aud would
sewing, and there is a proper way to do as I was, papa?" "What difference does tion.
without them."
it. The material should be stretched it make, my dear, if your character is
FosCO
cehts.
Ο
Ο
Ο
of
all
druiciflBte;
χ
unexpected For sale by
Χ
One day a wagon load
either in a hoop or basted over stiff pa- spotless?" "But, papa, there is someter-Mltburn Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.
on the farm, and
descended
relatives
Ο
mere
the
than
Ο
life
be
in
acquiplaced thing higher
per so that the etitches can
the lnisteess was, as she afterward
When the sition of character."
with perfect uniformity.
ο
NASH.
ο
J.
the
such
table
is
as
damask,
linen
frankly suid, "put to it" to provide
heavy,
ο
SPENT MOKE THAN $1000.
She
ο
to work
dinner.
for
brought
who
learns
is
One
food
better.
enough
hoop
W. W. Baker of Piainview, Neb., forward «among other things an apple
on it with both hands, sending the needle
Χ
Χ
from
suffered
the
ease
wife
will
bo
lung
writes:
far
and
down,
by
"My
repaid
up
pie which seemed to the boarder
GRANGE BLOCK,
ο
ο
which she will acquire. On light lawns trouble for fifteen years. She tried a inferior to the pies she usually made.
NOR a AY.
over $1000
and
and
be
Office,
used,
of
doctors
number
Advertiser
method
Over
the
spent
may
ο
stiff-paper
ο
when she served it she spoke of
She became very low But
the work done in and out, the entire without relief.
as a piemnker.
ο
ο
A îrlcnd recom- her reputation
stitch laid at a stroke, for the paper will and lost all hope.
PARKER'S
"They do say nt the sociables that
lawn from pulling. This is mended Foley's Honey and Tar and
the
HAIR BALSAM
Ο
ο
ο
prevent
χ
Χ
to
mine,"
and bMstiflM tha hâft.
come
CIwsmj
up
the way in which the fine French hand- thanks to this great remedy, it saved hei nobody's pies quite
Promote· a luxuriant frowth.
1. A large wadlnR bird. 2. Belonging kerchiefs are embroidered.
Haver rail· to Barter· Grey
life. She enjoys better health than she she remarked, with a beaming smile,
Hair to It· Youthful Color.
to ships. 3. A llowi-rlng shrub. 4. A
It is impossible to do good work with has known in ten years." Refuse sub- "and apple pies are what you might
Cun· Kelp di«u« A h»ir fallinj.
it
Orir
(I
Co.
been
under
■
the
of
unless
F.
A.
SburtleU
often
D"H*'
stitutes.
I've
the covering stitches
pearl.
call my specialty.
pile of stones. 5. Mother
tilling is carefully done. It should be Stevens, Oxford.
asked for the recipe, but· I tell 'em it's
Country.
carried lengthwise of a form or with its
and women as
and judgment does it, not rule."
No. 8—"Dat man over at dat table is a knack
direction. The first set of stitches can
No. Slt^-Tke Blnahtas Rom.
and then. When
The
disappeared,
Books
Waiter—
Head
pie
For our Se"en New
be long, and when these are evenly laid puffeck gentleman."
as they
al' shown In one Combination Prospectus (cost
"Why so?" No. 8—"He always make* her guests were not as hungry
I V\ ...rtUWM
1 they should be bound in with slanting sure
and
Free
prepaid
$7.oo which we will send
dey ain't nobody lookin' befo' he had been, she brought forth a second lor
onr
stitches from side to side. Great care
S|{S cent· (HtHmps). *»- Iff am give,my
shojM be taken, in the first place, to lay wipes his mouf on de table cloth."
pie, flaky of crust and luscious to the in this vicinity work that will pay over $11») be.
credit Riven.
and
Freights
paid
Chrlnmiirt.
fore
taste.
an equal quantity of cotton over the surA DOZEN TIMES A NIGHT.
{Established ISM.) Address
face, and in the second to keep all well
"Why, Aunt Mary,", said the younHartford Publishing Co., Hartf rd, Conn.
W,
of
Benton
the
Owen
raise
Mr.
Ferry,
Dunn,
within the outline. One may
of the party, α lx>y of twelve, "I
gest
anc
had
have
writes:
"I
or
firm
a
kidney
work in this way just
little,
Va.,
think this pie's ever so much better
wide bladder trouble for years, and it becamc
and high. The form must be
than the other, and you haven't said
was obliged to get up ai
I
howthat
so
bad
of
til's
to
raising,
permit
enough
η word about it!"
Stems or single lines can be most 'east a r'ozen times a nig) t. I never re
ever.
Ills aunt looked nt him without so
NORWAY, ME.
satisfactorily worked over a single ceived any permanent beneOt fro.n an] much ne a twinkle 4n her eyes.
m. iicine until I tried Foley's Kidney
thread.
"This one will po down without
The second step in this embroidery is Cure. After using two bott'es, I an
the over-work. These etitches are made cnrcd." F. A. Shurtleff A Co. Orii praising, I reckon," she said gravely.
new
a
to cover the width of the letter or vines Stevens, Oxford.
to
from
side
side, entirely
or ornaments
The Ne<<«ii>ltr of Myetery.
Bess—(after the quarrel)—"Are yot
without shading and with perfect reguTo be content in utter darkness and
to the picnic next Saturday, Jack?'
going
such
defithat
is
not
It
always
larity.
Besi Ignorance is indeed unmanly, and some
"Sure."
Jack (indifferently)
nite rules for embroidery can be laid
therefore we think that to love light
instruments.
down as in this particular instance, but (hopefully)—"And are—you—go-goinf
und find knowledge must be always
Jack
alone?"
no;
(spitefully)—"O,
as it is a kind of work chiefly dependent;
shall take an umbrella."
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
right. Yet (as in all matters before
upon accuracy for its beauty, it is thereobserved) wherever pride has any lease, Pease piano, H octave, almost new
foi'e quite possible to state in what
DANGER IN FALL COLDS.
share in the work even knowledge and for $185.
respects it shall be accurate.
Fall colds are liable to hang on al
The first essential to the correctness
light may be ill pursued. Knowledge
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
DON'T lurry jour mea!s.
the seeds of pneumonia
of all embroidery is the direction of the winter leaving
Is good and light Is good, yet man new, for $'200, worth $200.
DON'T overworV.
Foley'i
of bronchitis or consumption.
foundation
is
and
the
This
stitches.
l>erisbed in seeking knowledge
OGNT borrow time tunt belongs to sleep.
and Tar cures quickly and pre
One second hand Ivers Λ* Pond piano,
and
It lu a very pretty trick tu present u technique in embroidery, and in some Honey
DON'T ne îect sympfms of s ckness.
It is old and re the moths perish in seeking light,
walnut case, for $450, worth
a very complicated vents serious results.
is
it
work
of
kinds
her
the
little girl with a white rose, telling
if we who are crushed before
DON'T ;et consîipatel
safe and sure
but as applied U» French white liable, tried and tested,
I have a nice oak case organ at Rum
that though the tlower look* pale it question
moth will not accept such mystery as
contains no opiates and will not consti
bal DO tato
it
is
a very definite and unmistakawork
ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
Ste
will revive and glow with the blush of
Orin
we shall perish in like
&
Co.
us
to
A.
Shurtleff
F.
needful
is
ble principle even to amateurs. Always pate.
trade.
health If she will wear it a few hours. the stitches should be
None but the proud will great
manner.
placed at right vens, Oxford.
One second hand Estey organ at Soutli
In order to make your prediction angles to the direction of the form,
mourn over this, for we may always
Mr. Gabbie (reading paper)—Ah! th< 5 know more if we choose by working Paris, almost new, for $.15.
true you must select not a naturally whether it be composed of straight or
:
waist is going out.
white rose, but a red one, which you curved lines. It is indeed an over and shirt
but the pleasure is, I thluk, to
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
is so; almost ever r on,
Mr.
at
nenpeck—It
stitch
the
to
and
right
illusover
maimer
work,
in knowing that the stops, in nice condition, for $45
lay
have bleached in the
!
humble
people
I
of
husbam
owner's
if m 00 any tie
to span the form by the evening, and leaving its
1
trated In the picture by holding it angles will be
Journey is endless, the treasure inexand things.
ar.ïe uQKT'S
One second hand I)yer A Hughes, si>
shortest possible distance. Look at the to clean up the dishes
!
over the fumes of burning sulphur.
haustude.—"Lamps of Architecture," octave, walnut case, never been hurt
note how the direction of
and
sai.ip'er
1
NEVER ASK ADVICE.
The rose cun be bleached almost or
Ruskln.
that cost $125, for $65.
the stitches bears always the same relaWhen you have a cough or cold don'
quite white in this way. but the natu- tion to the direction of the curves of the
One second hand square piano, a nict
Con vernation·.
ral color returns after u few hours' ex- letters. If the form is wide it is neces- ask what is good for it and get som
one, for $115, worth $140.
I
dear?"
the
or no merit and per
matter,
little
"What's
with
medicine
Herald.
York
or
bars
air.—New
more
to
the
two
or
into
posure
sary to divide it
Ask for Foley's Hone;
ΙΌΚΊΧΛΐΙ» DIVISION.
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.
"Nothing."
sections. By embroidering these bars haps dangerous.
the greatest throat and luni
PORTLAND AND BOSTOS LISE.
"Yes, there Is."
\o. 317.—Λ DlMh of Ρμγι.
separately the stitches are short, and the and Tar, it cures
colds
quick
coughs and
remedy,
firm.
"No—that is, nothing to you."
1. Λ pear which may be found in thi* work is consequently
FARE ONLY $1.00.
& Co. Orin Stevene
A very little practice enables one to ly. F. A. Shurtleff
"Come; tell me."
BILLIXUM BLOCK.
ol
Kenort·
Hint
Interior
paper.
N*n
Cuitit
Oxford.
To
do this work evenly, and it, together
"I was thinking couldn't you eat
New Knglaud.
2. A pear which is a model, someΙΠη in»·
PnrK
will give the evory
8011th
with
hem-stitching,
without
reading
once
ΤΠΗΕΕ LETTERS.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, and
your breakfast
times found In one's own house, but
l*nens that very dainty touch which
I if 1 lu Wharf, BoMon, dally, exrept Sunday, ai
day
Gayboy—A fellow can't be too carefu I the paper."
usually In the hotise of somebody else. makes a bit of art and beauty a part of
7:00 P. M.
"You know I have to hurry."
Through tli ket- l»*ued ami bagage «rhecke«l
which Is a certain kind oi the home atmosphere. Initialing alone about his letters to women.
3.
A
pear
for New York, Philadelphia and Washlntctoc
A wotnai
"There was a time"—
Ilenpeck—That's right.
is often sufficient. The proper size for
short story.
via all rati and Soun·! lines.
three letters from me once that havi
"Now, now."
Knlxht rates always an low a» other lines.
an initial or crest on a napkin is one to got
like an
Is
which
4.
A
precisely
pear
hot water ever since.
All freight vliw tbU line lneureU agaln-t tin
"I scarcely ever see your face."
two inches, on the corner of the table- kept me in
direction.
in
other
every
and marine risk.
Gayboy—You don't mean it?
cloth four inches. This letter should be
"But surely you don't object"—
J. F. Liscumb, Ayent, Franklin Wharf
B. A pear which is a certain bird.
Ilenpeck—Fact. They were "Y-e-s.1
Portland.
on the cloth just where it turns
"Yes. I do. It's horrid of you."
placed
A. H. Hanscom, U. P. A T. A.
On
the corner of the table 011 top.
"But this is Monday morning, and"—
Calvin Austin, Vice I'reet A Gen'l Manager
Key to the I'ummler.
sheets the initial should be placed in the
It's Monday morning.
"Precisely.
General Ofliced, Foster'» Wharf, Button, Mat>s
Important to Mothers.
(
No. SOL—September Rhymes: Cool, centre of the width and about one inch
know I like to look «t the adand
c&rt fully every bottle of CASTORIA,
yon
;
litTown, from the bottom of the top hem. A
school.
Knowledge, college.
and acre remedy for Infant* and children, ! vertisements on Monday morning."—
tle color may be used in marking towels taaf·
down.
w· that It
and
New York Herald.
if one wishes.
Initial Puazle: Initials
No. 302.
and white work are alIlem-stitching
3.
ReinHarvest 1. Hare. 2. Alligator.
of Venice·
a pretty combination; they arc
One of the Cïi'eut Dinner»
0. ways
5. Elephant.
«
4. Vulture.
deer.
both pleasant leisure work, and the time
tin· most expensive banquet
Perhaps
Swan. 7. Turtle.
to Henry
will be well spent in a very practical asS ll Uw For Over 80 Tetra.
ever given In Venice was that
The Kind Toe Have Always Booftt.
Να 303.—Central Syncopations: 1. well as decorative needle-work.—HarIn the
III. of Fr^iJce. He was feasted
*
3.
2.
Bazar.
(Fred).
Fr(e)ed
8t(ajlr (stir).
und
per's
great hull of the doges' palace,
3.
4.
(cone).
Co(o)ns
(uiatsj.
Ma(s)ts
Patient—What would you advise m
there were silver plu tes for 3.000
S.
TEA
GROUN.
TALES
OF
Ma(pjle (male), .llsop.
to do for dyspepsia, doctor?
At another time the same
guests.
Να 304.—Word Squures. 1.—1. Odes.
Telling fortunes by tea grounds is aa
Dr. Do Quick—Well, if you want 1 t!
was entertained at a sugar
monurch
1
Hero
area
with
favorite
ii
many.
pastime
2. Dale. 3. Ella 4. Seat. II.—1. Crow.
real bad hire a cheap cook and eat
napkins, plates, knives,
uniniof
the
banquet—the
the
benefit
for
hiuts
few
2. Rove. 3. Oven. 4. Went
regularly. Two dollars, please!
forks and even the bread (so culled)
:
tiated
No. 305.—Work Making: 1. Deucon,
Venetians were
If the grounds are bunched together, BRONCHITIS FOR TWENTY YEARi
were all of sugar. The
canoe, caned, Dane, cane, cone, code,
took his
when
Ilenry
it signifies that all will be well with the
mightily pleused
Mrs. Minerva Smith, of Danville, 111
'2. Persist, stripes,
uode, done, dace.
fortune seeker, but if they are scatteredj
In his hands und to his sur
nupkin
"I had bronchitis for twent
writes:
3.
strips, spirts, tripe, trips, spite.
it means much the reverse.
to pieces.
FOR
and nevet got relief until I use
prise found thut It broke
PERRY DAVIS'
Pheasant, peasant, hasten, Athens,
A small speck near the top is a letter. years
dishes
and Tar which is a sur
At this feast 1.200 different
Foley's
Honey
paste, pants, thane. 4. Theater, there- A largo speck, a photograph or present cure."
A.
F.
Contains no opiates.
were served, and 300 sugar effigies
tether, of some kind, what it is depending on„
threat,
hatter,
at, teareth,
ladles.
Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
were distributed umong the
tareth, heart, three, treat there, hater, the shape of the speck.
or
dark,
The sticks are people—light
5. Teacher, cheater, heart,
teeth.
short or tall, according to their color
Grnndmu'a Object LrMon.
I Instantly relieves sprains, strains
cheat, chart caret three, there, cheer, and
a child.
small
one
means
A
length.
my, my!" sulci the little girl's
ί and bruises. Take no substitute.
"My,
tear,
chat,
here,
cart,
hear, hare,
care,
A thick one, woman.
"You mustn't muke su
grandmother.
25c. and 50c. bottles.
hate.
thee. hart.
If they lie crosswise they are enemies, ThiR
much fuse when you have your huir
1· on cYcry box of th· fenula·
signature
2.
Ale.
I.—1.
C.
No. 300.—Diamonds:
says What to Eat. If straight up, intiτ·μ·*·
combed. When 1 was a little girl, I
Laxative
3. Clear. 4. Ear. 5. R. II.—L D. 2. mate friends, or pleasant acquaintances
c«r«e η cold 1» on· daj
had
tco
that
my hair combed three or four
rem*dy
BO YEARS*
to be made.
Are. 3. Drear. 4. Eat. 5. R.
times
every day."
means
it
is
near
them,
EXPERIENCE
If a largo speck
No. 307.—Arithmetic: 1. VlaL (vial).
a
Every person ie responsible for all the
"Yes," eald the child, pointing at the
3. CeCIL (Cecil) they are coming for a visit, bringing
2. VianD (viaud).
good within tbe scope of his abilities, poor little gray knot on the back of
valise or trunk.
Rhodes. 4. MILL (fraction of a cent).
none can tell whose
If there is a bottle shape near a stick, and for no more, and
the good old lady's head, "and sec
5. LID. Ci. LIXlVIaL
it means a physician. If a book shape, sphere is the largest.
what you've got for It!"—Chicago RecS-low.
No. 308.—Beheadments: 1.
a minister or lawyer. If
many (ino
ord-Herald.
ANXIETY.
NATURAL
are.
3.
Uare.
l-ow. 2. S-tarv,
S-pace. specks, a married man.
Mothers regard approaching wiuter
A long line of grounds with no openp-ace. ace.
Trade Mark·
Klaa*·.
children take cold so
Designs
No. 300.—Anagram: Automobile.
ing between foretells a journey by water. with uneasiness,
Ad old sea captain, under the imeasily. No disease costs more little
Copyrights &c.
»..
No. 310.—Hidden Rivers: 1. Po. 2. If opon'ngs, by rail.
Such cases yield pression that be was saying a good
Anror.·» jfmîlnj a *!teteh and description may
A large ring means an offor of mar- lives than croup.
Elbe. 3. Rhine. 4. Tweed.
our opinion free whether au
quickly asertaui
To a readily to One Minute Cough Cure. thing, asked a lady pussenger why
to an unmarried woman.
liiT«ntt<>n m prohablT vttentuble. Coiumuulcariage
Handbook onPatenta
Bkkcram's Pili.m will <ll«i>el the blaea.
tloaaMitatjVCMUMoattaL
married one, it means a fortunate under- Cures coughs, colds, grip, bronchitis, men never kiss one another, white lasent free, oldest «f-ency for securing patents.
To a man, success in business. all throat and lung trouble.
Patenta taken thr- unh Jlunn Jt Co. receive
dies waste a world of kisses on femitaking.
for
admiration
The
women
have
Ui
the
great
without
chatya.
tptruil iwtic',
A small ring is an invitation.
nine faces.
a man who nays he never saved a cent
cannot
world
the
are
There
things
Dust like grounds bunched together at
"Because," the lady replied, "the
until he got married.
are
finest
and
the
temperaments
the bottom or side are a sum of money. give;
men have something better to kiss and
at
the
lie
have
dissatisfactions
A handsomely :i!u»tnUed weekly. I.arnest ctr.
to
A triangle signifies good luck, so does apt
Monarch over pain.
Catalogues sent on
Burns, cuts,
CttlaMoii ,.f anr »>'lvi tldc Journal. Terms. 93 a
the women haven't."
root of them.
year: t'Ur months, IL ôtild by all newsdealers.
Dr. an anchor or a horseshoe.
Instant relief.
sprains, stings.
married
star
to
moon
or
half
A
people
Thomas' Eclectric Oil. At any drug
THE WORST FORM.
The Inevitable.
To unmarmeans a paying investment.
Branch office. 836 F 8t_ Washington, D. C.
store.
"Do as I tell you." Tommy's mamma
Mrs. Cranfill, Troy, I. T., writes: For
or
sweetheart.
lover
a
new
ried,
There are two sides of every question.
A pyramid is extremely lucky.
years I was troubled with indigestion cried. "It's about. time you realized
And it's surprising how much there is to
in the worst form. Finally I -was in- the futility of struggling against the
A square or oblong, new lands.
the other side, when you hear it fairly
Flowers, a present, what it is depend- duced to use Kodol and after using four inevitable. Dc you know wliat that
presented.
ing 011 the shape, or the present may be bottles I am entirely cured. I heartily means?"
recommend Kodol to all sufferers from
flowers.
"Yes'ni." replied Tommy. "It means
STOPS THE COUGH
indigestion and dyspepsia.
Leaves, sickness and death.
no use o'
there's
your wnsbin' my
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
Fruit of any kind, health.
Tile nnly »nrp. *»fr enUrvlj ngttsSI· ilSliy Mr %
A good thing to say when you see a hand* an' face 'cause they'll only get
A hand, warning, if the fingers are
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
vofw Is
sdalts.
Ua
si y<«r drsutita. I
ckildno^sr
OIL Λ. V. TKl'E A CO., AatotraΓ
srsTSfc M a cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay. spread. If closed, an offor of friendship piece of apple pie all alone is "Oh, dirty again."
cheese It."
or marriage.
Price 25 cents.
HI· Taate.
A cross signifies trouble. Any musi"Is he a good lawyer?" "A good law- cal instrument a wedding. Bird, suit at
Only one remedy in the world that will
The landlady was epeaklng.
"Mr. Barnstorme, how do you like
yer! Why, say! I've known him to prove law. Cat, deception. Dog, faithful at once stop itchiness of the skin is any
At
the truth of what Isn't so, and not half friend. Horse, important news. Snake, part of the body. Doan's Ointment.
your eggs?"
cents.
Rabbit
50
an enemy.
Turtle, long life.
any drug store,
The tragedian's face relaxed into an
are better than
luck. Flag, some surprise or a jourof Joy.
expression
β,he
fall
love
in
to
a
When girl begins
LOOK OUT FOR FEVER.
ney to another oountry.
They work easy, make a smooth aur
"Hard boiled !" he cried. Until that
A heart is the most propitious sign of acts as if she were a fly trying to catch a
Biliousness aud liver disorders may be
face, and any one can apply them t<
moment people bad willfully mistaken
his own web.
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, pan prevented by cleansing the system with all, as it means happiness, fidelity, long spider in
hie taste.—Baltimore Herald.
a
Man; DeWitt's Little Early Risers. These lit- life, health and wealth.
tries, kitchens and furniture.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DA*
The surface is non tle pills do not gripe.
beautiful tints.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
In ■ Clo·· Place.
DIET FOR THE HAIR.
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
absorbent and can be kept bright ant
First Tramp—"You look mighty queer,
Women who have the finest hair live All druggists refund the money if it
"How do you manage to live within
clean by wiping with s damp cloth.
Frosty. Have you taken a luth?" Sec- principally upon fru.ts, grains and vege- fails to cure. F. W. Grove's signature your Income, Brlggs? Don't you feel
Don't pay fancy prices when your dealer wll
ond Tramp—"No. Is there oue miss- tables. Vegetables and cereals are their on each box. 26c.
furnish vou "Satouma Interior Enamel»" at thi
cramped T"
same price aa ordinary pain.
tonics. Too much meat and milk cause
ing?"
"Cramped, did you say? Why, I
SOUTH PARIS.
Nichols St.,
asked
TREE Color card and our booklet. "Howl ti
'•Are you paid by the column?"
atrophy of the roots, and, of course the
have
No danger of consumption if yon use
Refurnish the Home Without Buying New Jnu
got to go out and borrow $10 evtbe
hair comes out as a result of this condi- the visitor. "No," answered
funny
nlture."
time I want to stretch myself."—
Foley's Hooey and Tar to cure that stub- tion.
DO YOU WANT IT?
man, "by the cashier." And yet he ery
A a
A. Shurtleff & Co.
born cough. F.
Made by Heath & Milligan M'f'g Co.,
If the hair is falling out eat little meat maintains that genius merely consists of Smart Set
WK ABE NKVKR OUT.
Ον/Π L
Oxford.
Orin Stevens,
Chicago.
and drink no milk; live upon fruits and sitting at a desk and thinking for hours
A postal or telephone to ua will bring
When People Lanarh.
Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coacl
Fruit
luxuriant
a
stretch!
at
locks,
givas
There are
honor, too, vegetables.
a
pawn shops for
and Spar Varnish,
Muralo, Ac.
People laugh when they are amused, you supply promptly.
especially those containing iron. Prunes,
ever gets much on it.
Masury's Railroad and Liquid Paint· though nobody
"It was almost a miracle. Burdock when they think people expect them
cranberries and spinach are also useful
For sale by,
Honey and Tar cures coughs articles of diet if one would have fine Blood Bitters cured me of a terrible to be amused and when they don't
COUTH PARIS, ME.
and colds and prevents pneumonia. Take hair. Hair that is growing coarse de- breaking out all over the body. I am lirant to be rude and don't know what
Coal,
Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
Ice,
and
F. ▲. Shurtleff Λ Co. mands a diet containing albumen
no substitutes.
very grateful." Miss Julia Filbridge, •las to dn—Ins Angeles Herald.
Band, άο.
1 West Corawell, Conn.
Minis Orin Stevens, Oxford.
south PAua,
gelatine.
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Don't fail to

the

see

Deering Ideal Mower,
Horse Rakes,

Hay Tedders,

and Wa'ter A, Wood Harvesting

Machinery.

bargains.
always on

Second

have

We also

Machines,

Hand

Rakes, etc., at good
A good line of repairs

hand.

A. W. Walker & Son,
South Paris, Maine.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

Carpets

Wool
to close out odd

patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,
. ε
U

n'Ë.v CATARRH
aur·

to

l·*·

*ali*f action

Ely's Cream Balm

Gives Relief at once.
Il cleanae», Doottaee

anl heal* the iUi>e»i»e<i
It cure»
neuilirane.
ilrtvee
au<l
catarrh
the
»*sv a coM In

**

**

î£tfui™,.,'J;COLP,N HEAD
_

Restore» the Sense# of
Full Size. 50 cents, at I'rugTrial size 10 cent», bv mall.
LY BROTHERS, S6 Warren Street, Sew Turk.

protect» the Membrane.

Tante au'l Smell.
or by mall.

f^trt

The Kind You Have

SO WEARY.

will|

Kodol
Cure

■

the
and

Weary and

J

Back weak and

Dyspepsia
Digests

|

what yon eat.

Headache,

aching.

Restless, Excitable. The Kid·
sick.

Doan's
Kidney Pills

not]

stomach

Hobbs

Promc'es Diçestion.Cheerfulneither

ness and Rest.Contains
nor Mineral.

Opium,Morphine

>'ot "Narcotic.
/tape ofOld JJrSAMUELPfTCHKR

ftjnfJuH Seul"
♦
.tlx Trruta

Invr fcW

»

faSXAu.
ftinftSmi-

(1n/< fin! Miçqr
hS*0fnmt flavor

Aperfecl Remedy forConstipaHun.SuurStonwch,Diarrhoea

Worins,Convulsions,Feverishness

and Loss OF SLEEP.

Fae Simile

Signature

.n Dosis-
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Theodore" Roosevelt

Wm elected Governor of New York. first byreaaon
of hi· roiiiiary achievement·, tod secondly on ao
eount of popular belief la hi· personal integrity
and political aoundneaa
Every American boy should read the biography
of thi· great American administrator, historian and
«οIdler. Nowhere 1· the lift of thi· representative
American cltlaen mon» ( 1early and authoritatively
•et forth than la the

NEW WERNER

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

NCW VOMI CfTT.
TMK CKMTAUH COMPANY.

AGENTS
Holiday

Wanted

$6.00.

It tel la how after graduating ftom Harvard, be
■tndled law, waa a member of the Ν. Y. Aaaembly;
President of the U. 9. Civil Service Commission.
President of the New York Police Commiarton.
A-et. Secy, of the Navy; Lieutenant-Colonel and

Colonel of the "Sough Riders." and

now

thorough scholar,

an

indefatigable sportsman, a typical ftootiersmau
and a brave leader.
It mention· the many valuable historical works
he published, how he lead his men at La· Guaal·
mua. Kl Caney, and San Juan H11L

one out

of

4,000 biographies of noted
FOUND U HO OTHER

ENCYCLOPEDIA j> ^ ^
Juat now you can get the complete work, delivered free, on payment of One Dollar ($1.00) cash.
balaii'W in small monthly payment·.

ΡΠΓΓ An Oak Bookeaa·.
ΓΛ ΓΓ OuidetolyrtematlcReading
A
Freight cHargM prapaU.

F. A. Shurtleff

A Co.

HILLS,

VIVIAN W.

Optician.

Jeweler and Graduate

Lowest Prices in the County.

pIOSp

Variety Store,

Supplies,

Cameras and Photo

Wholesale and Retail.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

large stock of
and Organs, and havn

Pianos

3o k'U
Cixd, α

—

ha»-d

nice trades in second

■

Bears the

CASTORIA Forlnfants and Children.
The Kind You Han Always Bought

Signature
t4

This Beautiful Couch,

mentod In this cut,

"LF."

Atwcod's
Bitters

Wïm

—

65 DIFFERENT ARTICLES

for Your Home.

Wheeler,

W. J.

—

:

HEADQUARTERS

j

"Painkitteï

SEND FOR PREMIUM LIST.

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER.
<
Kxtabllehc·' tn Id4I. tor over *lxty year» tt wan the SKW Ï »KK
WKKKLY TRIBUNE, know* ami rea'l In every State In the

FOR

Union.
on Nov.

7, ll*ul. It

Ν. H.

Berlin,

application.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings "L

Satsuma Interior Enamel:

High Grade Portrait

paint.

in

Work

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil specialty.

L. M. TUFTS,

p PI

S. P. MAXIM it SON,

I

A. W. WALKER &

Foley's

I

SON,

ehagcl to the

was

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER

£VEBY
MEMB^
OF

IiIkIi <·'«*», uii-Ui.iiatc,
farmer ami hi* family—

it

UliiiitratC'I agricultural weekly,{for tho

PRICE

THE

It for lene.

81.00

How y
own favorite home

year, but you can liuy
new»papei.
Ην siilHi-rllilnir through your
Til Κ OXFORD DEMOCRAT.
Hoth pap-re one year for #.i.OO.
Semi your onler ami money to TIIK OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
South Parte, Maine.
a

Send your ntldre*»

Sample copy free.

FAMILY

Newto NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER,

York City.

Λ

Bears the

CASTORIA FvlofllltStDdCUdnL
The Kind You Have Always Bought 6lgI3rtare
THE

OF
RICHARD A.

Supplies.

■

5, Of 13 Plum St*,

GOLD SEAL CO

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

MUNN & Co.3t,B~i-· New York

Britannica

muuK

/

Licensed Taxidermist,

Scientific American.

Encyclopaedia

jien

GASTORiA

Ν I s

Bromo-Quinine

Goïernor

And this is only

Thirty Ysars

Alb moiilhs old

have

i

Gove ruer of New York.
It characterise· him a *

οΓ

NEW YORK.

WALDO

rât* >d Lamps from
to

UrqtheStoinacteandBowrelsot

shrewd-

LAMPS!

$1.<)0

Vegetable Preparationfor Assisting itieFoodandBegula-

W. H. Winchester, FARMER'S

later

Always Bought

j

I

—

For Infanta and Children.

CHARLES S. LEWIS

Makers
A very large colAttention ! lection of Déco-

Hay

{ASTORIA

people]

■

NEW YORK,
McCURDY, President,

LEADS THEM ALL
paid to policy holders.
INSURANCE
COMPANY..$569,159,48000
THE MUTUAL LIFE
00
37*M^)>832 00
Next large· t
349·3<\ν739
Next largest
In amount

IN ASSETS.

THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

largest
Next largest

,$353.838.97. 67

N«*xt

331,039.72° 34

290,743.386 00

In am>unt paid policy-holders since organization
in excess of receipts from premiums

THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY..

largest
Next largest

Next

.$90,966,029 00

19,694,40600
8,529,036 00

It is a synonym for

SECURITY—The first element desired by investors.
SECURITY—Independent of crop failures, panics, strikes or wars.
balances
SECURITY—Not menaced by changes in international

depletion

of the

SECURITY—That compels

gold reserve.

prophecy

because it stands the test of history.

SECURITY—Guaranteed by uninterrupted fidelity to a great trust.
SECURITY—Based on conservative methods an I dignified, able
agement.

SECURITY—Unimpaired by

or

tropical
ability.

risks in

SECURITY—Born of character and

man-

countries.

FREELAND HOWE, GEO. R. HOWE, Norway,) AQENTS

A. E. MORRISON, Rumford Falls,
J. W.

.

.

.)

FITZPATRICK, Manager for Maine, Portland, Me.

